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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS 

Metates to Merit Badges:  
The Contrasting Occupational Sequences of Lost Valley 

by 
George Evan Kline 

Master of Arts in Anthropology 
San Diego State University, 2008 

 
 Lost Valley, an apt place-name, is at present the remote site of a vast Boy Scout 
reservation, with facilities and campsites designed to educate boys in a multitude of skills to 
advance in the organization, earn merit badges, and to learn about life, nature, survival, first 
aid, and many other subjects in an atmosphere of peace and quiet, a far cry from the bustle of 
the not too distant cities. In a compromise forged between the Orange County Council of Boy 
Scouts of America and the San Diego State University (SDSU) Anthropology Department, 
annual summer field school students camped out on site while surveying and excavating 
units in the northeast corner of the valley. The scouting organization benefited in the 
agreement from having a SDSU graduate student volunteer instruct an archaeological field 
school for the boy scouts so that they could earn the rare and coveted archaeology merit 
badge. The excavation activities spanned seven years and have amassed a sizable collection 
that has thus far produced several masters’ theses including this one. This work presents the 
final count of prehistoric artifactual evidence including three distinct occupations 
representing the prehistoric human presence from the Paleoindian to the late prehistoric, 
focusing on its lithic aspects. But, the work here is in no way complete. There remain 
uncountable avenues of inquiry yet to pursue, and the information gained thus far strongly 
urges continued research. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Seven years of Lost Valley archaeological field school excavation activities 

concluded in the midsummer months of 2003. This ambitious project amassed a wealth of 

artifactual, ecofactual, and biological data. Up to this point in time, little has been published 

on these data, thus it has now become compulsory to subject the torpid information to the 

aggressive categorical analysis that modern archaeological ethics demands. Whenever 

archaeologists excavate, it is imperative that the work immediately continues into the 

laboratory to accurately catalog, curate, and additionally research, and publish in a timely 

manner. It is regrettable if even one collection sits in stasis in an incomplete phase of 

processing after the excavation is complete. It is a sad fact that many excavation collections 

rest in some stagnate phase of incompleteness. Too many times a project is left without an 

advocate due to retirement, transfer, accident, or some other tragedy. This unfortunate 

situation could, however, possess an upside. As graduate students are commonly searching 

for “ripe” material and data on which to construct their master’s theses, these dormant 

collections represent the omnipresent orphans longing for a doting adoptive parent. This 

thesis will incorporate a focus on only a few concepts of the vast informational potential of 

this collection. It is my sincere hope that others will continue the research on this collection, 

with diverse foci, to publish and thereby record into the archaeological record the huge 

capacity that this collection has to offer. 

Lost Valley is a high mountain valley located in far northeastern San Diego County 

(Figures 1 & 2).  This particular locale is wholly within the northernmost reaches of the 

peninsular range mountains, near the transitional environmental zones to the interior valleys 

to the west, and the low desert of Imperial County to the east. 

The Lost Valley project began as a cooperation between the landowners, The Orange 

County Council of Boy Scouts, and San Diego State University anthropology Department 

under the auspices of Anna Noah and Larry L. Leach, with the primary objective of  
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Figure 1. The map shows the relative location and topography of Lost Valley. 
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identifying the prehistory of this valley for the mutual education benefits of visiting Boy 

Scouts earning their archaeology merit badge, and anthropology students, both undergraduate 

and graduates, exercising and proving their expertise under the trowel and brush. 

 My participation in this project began in the field season of 2002. From that time to 

the writing of this thesis, Victoria Kline and myself have taken the collection into the 

laboratory and together have cleaned, catalogued, photographed, and curated the artifacts 

from the final two years excavation activities in totality along with the remaining “loose 

ends” that remained from the seven year academic project, and Boy Scout merit badge 

activities. The vast majority of the collection was found to be packed from the field with 

precise information, as only a few omissions or mistakes had to be verified or corrected 

through cross reference, field notes, or visual reassessment. 

PRIOR THESES 
Three master’s theses have thus far propagated from the Lost Valley assemblage. 

Shasta Gaughen effectively presented “The Ethnobotany of the Cupeño” utilizing existing 

published ethnographic data, ambulatory surveys of the local vegetation communities, and 

cross referencing published accounts of Cupeño oral histories. This 2001 thesis incorporated 

the entire Cupeño ethnographic territory of which Lost Valley is only a part, and represents 

the uppermost elevation zones. Although much of the data for Gaughen’s thesis originated 

within Lost Valley, the majority of information was gleaned from the canyons and trails 

interconnecting sites between Lost Valley and Warner Springs Ranch, and orally, from 

interviews with Cupeño descendants then living at the Pala Reservation. The completed 

product provided invaluable knowledge about the utilization of local vegetation for all 

research to follow, concerning the Cupeño people and the entire former Cupeño ethnographic 

territory (Gaughen 2001:81-84).  

Kaylene P. Flemming presented her thorough 1999 work on a single Lost Valley site: 

CA-SDI-2508 (Leaning Pines). This site is among the cluster of sites within a meager 

distance of Shingle Spring, and is among the data inclusive to this work. Flemming’s work 

provided a bounty of late prehistoric data covering all categories of the artifact assemblage, 

and furnished later researchers with a beneficial reference resource, and a valuable 

comparison on which this work will expand (Flemming 1999).  
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Figure 2. A general location map of areas described in the various prior works concerning the Cupeño 
culture.
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More recently, John Simmons presented his 2005 thesis. He statistically compared the 

artifactual assemblages of eight sites near Shingle Spring in the northeast region of Lost 

Valley. His brief work compared the artifactual assemblages of four sites in the vicinity near 

Shingle Spring to four sites further up the northeastern slope and in the chaparral. His 

analysis concluded that all eight sites were residential in composition (Simmons 2005).  

THE SETTING 
Seven years of excavations have culminated in an abundance of artifacts. Along with 

the steadfast skills and collaborative hand of my wife, Victoria L. Kline, I have aspired to 

take this collection to the thesis level with a research design aimed to reveal the multi-

categorical artifact particularities that I have observed concerning this collection with a 

specific concentration on the lithic and temporal-chronological components. This thesis will 

focus on an artifact assemblage that was collected from 21 archaeological sites in Lost 

Valley. Four of the 21 sites were excavated, resulting in the bulk of the collection; the 

remaining artifacts were collected from the surface of sites and from shovel test pits 

(Pigniolo 1998). The excavated sites were: CA-SDI-2506 (The Bog Site), CA-SDI-2508 

(Leaning Pines), CA-SDI-2507 (The Pottery Site), and VS-766C (The Archery Site). 

  The goal of this thesis is to examine the artifact collections from Lost Valley in order 

to better understand the prehistory of the region. I questioned whether there appears to be a 

strong desert and/or mountain Cahuilla material cultural and trade influence to match the 

strong linguistic relationship that the Cupeño share with the Cahuilla throughout the analysis 

of this collection. I also introduce an additional theoretical understanding of the change in the 

local environment over the long span of time that this region has been occupied by humans. 

My focus here is on the flaked stone content from the collection, in combination with 

the distinct and noteworthy components from the ground stone, ceramic, faunal, and other 

lithic and mineral artifacts, to cast a further glimpse into the lives of the prehistoric past 

residents of Lost Valley. 

These archaeological excavations hold the potential to enhance knowledge 

considerably. The Cupeño cultural history is known primarily from historic ethnographical 

sources, a single site excavation (Flemming 1999), local excavations compared only 

categorically (Simmons 2005), and through comparisons to other excavations performed in 
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adjacent geo-environmental contexts and surface surveys (American 1981; Kidder and Leach 

1982; Pigniolo 1998).  

Early studies of California’s aboriginal peoples provided a last-chance opportunity for 

the collection of data from linguistic, material culture, oral traditions, and a host of ritual-

religious, kinship, and inter-group studies that remain available to compare with the 

excavated material that is continuously and/or opportunistically added to our bank of 

knowledge. The Lost Valley excavation data has produced new knowledge, and will continue 

to hold the potential to confirm, contradict, and/or add to these historical and protohistorical 

accounts. Linguistic studies have the capacity to provide additional lines of evidence that can 

support prehistoric archaeological data as well. Words borrowed from other cultures can 

suggest specific sources of material culture items, affinitive or sanguine relationships, or 

splintering, migration, and conquest. In this work, I have endeavored to link the four fields of 

anthropology wherever possible.   

OTHER RESEARCHERS’ RELATIVE CONTRIBUTIONS: 
(RESEARCH HISTORY) 

Contrasting all of the diverse aboriginal culture areas of California, the Cupeño have 

been designated as having had the lowest population together with occupying the smallest 

geographic territory (Kroeber 1908; Strong 1929). The earliest anthropological investigations 

on the Cupeño were mainly ethnological or linguistic in nature and concentrated on the 

transplanted Cupeño population residing on the Pala Reservation among the Luiseño. These 

remaining Cupeño were former residents from the only two occupied villages near Warner 

Springs in the late 19th century and in the first two years of the twentieth century. Early 

western ethnographers realized that the indigenous peoples of California and elsewhere were 

rapidly losing their language and culture through acculturation, assimilation, and regrettably, 

expiration (Harrington 1933). Thus, they pressed on to accurately and completely record as 

much as possible before time eventually clouded or erased memories. Anthropologists 

recognized these problematic occurrences in the first decade of the twentieth century.  

Therefore, they actively endeavored to address data collection well into the mid 1900s.   

Tribal elders then still remembered their earliest days in the middle nineteenth century, but 

their lives were approaching their declining years. Around the year 1902, the Cupeño were 

forcibly removed from their ancestral home at Warner Hot Springs to the Pala Reservation in 
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Luiseño territory, forever changing the Cupeño tribal status and identity (P. Brigandi 

personal communication 2008; Hill and Nolasquez 1973; Strong 1929:189).  

Shortly after their forced removal, A. L. Kroeber, E. W. Gifford, and William Duncan 

Strong descended on this area over the following years, to record ethnographic and linguistic 

data before time erased all its traces (Bean 1972; Gifford 1918; Kroeber 1908; and Strong 

1929:83). These tireless individuals recorded the thoughts and memories of aboriginal elders, 

and from other native peoples sequestered on the reservations, as well as those widely 

dispersed neighboring peoples whom had not yet been forcibly removed. The desert dwelling 

peoples of the Serrano and Cahuilla cultures were at that time still transiting from the desert 

floors to the mountain passes in a seasonal pattern up until the late 1920s and early 1930s. A 

few Cupeño individuals remained separated for decades longer from the reservations, and 

lived among the Cahuilla in the low desert and along the adjacent mountain passes and 

canyons (Bean and Smith 1978). 

MORE RECENT STUDIES 
With the first archaeological surveys of the Lost Valley vicinity, certain areas of 

concentration in surface archaeological evidence were identified lending credence that these 

areas were likely locales that would produce subsurface data. Next, an array of perpendicular 

crossing patterns of shovel test pits further revealed concentrations of buried cultural 

resources at most sites (Pigniolo 1998). And finally, The San Diego State University 

Anthropology Department field school probed 137 full 2m2 excavation units narrowing the 

concentrations to an area where four separately recorded sites met, CA-SDI-2507 (the 

Pottery Site), VS-766c (the Archery Site), CA-SDI-2508 (Leaning Pines), and CA-SDI-2506 

(The Bog Site). CA-SDI-2506 revealed exciting results in 2002 with the addition of a 

Paleoindian component represented by a complete, reworked, fluted point (Rondeau 2006) 

and some additional unique late prehistoric artifacts. This find prompted Dr. Leach to 

postpone his planned retirement and continue for one more year and hence the field season of 

2003 was planned. The 2003 season revealed additional exciting results and an expanded late 

prehistoric projectile point assemblage. Several examples of carved bone implements and 

shaped stone pendants were added to the collection (see Chapter 11).  
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Until the 1980s, little or no subsurface archaeological work had been performed on 

these lands identified as the ethnographic territory of the Cupeño (Bean and Smith 1978: 

591). The American Pacific Environmental Consultants, Inc. conducted surface survey 

investigations near Warner Hot Springs in the former village site of Kupa in 1981 under 

contract for the A. Cal Rossi Company (American 1981). Additionally, several Chihuahua 

Valley sites were located by surface survey and recorded under the auspices of the Sky Oaks 

Archaeological Reconnaissance Project, also performed in 1981 by Dr. Larry L. Leach and 

Fred Kidder of San Diego State University Cultural Resource Management Center (Kidder 

and Leach 1981). In 1995 the Lost Valley property owners, the Orange County Council of 

the Boy Scouts of America, were planning an expansion of their facilities and contracted 

Tierra Environmental Services to survey and identify 22 thus far unevaluated sites to comply 

with the Major Use Permit Application to the San Diego County Department of Planning and 

Land Use. Tierra Environmental Services (1998) produced a volume documenting the 

various historic uses of Lost Valley, and submitted the report entitled “Wiatava: An 

Evaluation of Cultural Resources within Lost Valley, County of San Diego, California.”  

 To compound the confusing nature of prior Cupeño ethnographic studies, Joel L. 

Hyer (2001) reported on the oral histories of the Cupeño, and the neighboring Kumeyaay and 

Luiseño people. The oral historical origins of the Cupeño people state that they came from 

the north from a lineage of the Mountain Cahuilla (Hill and Nolasquez 1973). This concurs 

with the linguistic evidence presented by Hill (1972), Gifford (1951), Bright and Hill (1967), 

and Kroeber (1925). The puzzling aspect of this oral history stems from the story of Kisily 

Pewik and the reported near total annihilation of the Cupeño population. Kisily Pewik was 

the son of a Cupeño man and his Luiseño wife. Kisily and his mother were the sole survivors 

of an unspecified conflict, and after the carnage, relocated to the nearby Luiseño village of 

Saboba. The contradiction lies in the fact that Kisily, reportedly an infant, who probably 

spoke little or no Cupeño, was not likely to have been fluent in the Cupan language. His 

mother, being Luiseño and raising her son in a Luiseño village, probably spoke the Luiseño 

language, a significantly different dialect from Cupeño. Later, Kisily Pewik (by now an 

adult) reclaims Cupeño territory by defeating his enemies with the help of his spirit bear 

(Hyer 2001). 
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Kisily Pewik is then said to marry two Luiseño women and from this new genesis the 

Cupeño people reclaimed their land near Kupa, near today’s Warner Springs (Hill and 

Nolasquez 1973). This is followed by numerous intermarriages with Cahuilla, Luiseño and 

Kumeyaay neighbors. How then does the Cupeño Language remain a closer link to the 

Cahuilla than to the Luiseño? Why is there no mention of linguistic influence? There seems 

to be some missing data in the equation. There remains a possibility that archaeological 

investigations can introduce evidence leading to that missing data. This thesis does not claim 

to produce a solution to the question, but I hope to introduce new information that may fuel 

continued vigor into the search for some of those answers. 

THE SDSU LOST VALLEY EXCAVATIONS 
The Lost Valley excavations began in 1997 as an archaeological field school for the 

Anthropology Department of San Diego State University under the direction of Anna Noah 

and Larry L. Leach. The final years of the excavations became focused on a localized area 

where three separately recorded sites joined, near two concentrations of exposed granitic 

bedrock that lie within 100 to 200 meters of the tenaciously productive Shingle Spring. 

Despite twelve years of previous drought, in the summer of 2003, we found that this water 

source continued to flow. The field school students of that final year collectively witnessed 

pine, cedar, and oak trees - some hundreds of years old with root systems just out of reach of 

the spring and its drainage, desiccating to brown, awaiting either the chainsaw or an eventual 

devastating wildfire. The entire month of June was characterized by the perpetual distant 

drone of the chainsaw, orchestrating a dirge of doom, heralding the demise of another stately 

dendroid. It came to be that both scenarios were to attain fruition as a devastating wildfire 

sacked the valley as it did in much of San Diego County in the autumn of 2003. 

The resources that drew people to establish a residence here in the past were all tied 

directly or indirectly to this reliable source of water. Seven species of acorn producing oaks 

align the drainages of this spring up and down the canyon arroyos. Coulter and Pinyon Pines 

provided pine nuts to squirrels and birds as well as the human population. The spring also 

promoted the growth of browse, thereby attracting deer, rabbits, and other mammals. This 

environment provided local people with dependable and diverse sources of vegetable foods, 

cereal staples, and meats (Gaughen 2001).   
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Lithic Resources 
The geologic rock units providing the local lithic raw materials originated from 

extrusive volcanic and intrusive plutonic rocks formed in the Mesozoic, which encompasses 

the Triassic, Jurassic, and Cretaceous, during periods of volcanic activity. The surface 

extrusion rock types have long since eroded into sediments, and the remaining geology 

represented in the landscape we see today has been uplifted to its current elevation by way of 

tectonic interactions between the American and Pacific plates (McCulloch 1984, Abbott 

1999).  

One resource that seemed to be lacking in Lost Valley was an adequate flaked stone 

raw material source. The nearest source of obsidian was located 60 miles (96 km) southeast 

at Obsidian Butte on the southeast shore of the Salton Sea (Hughes 1989). The Obsidian 

Butte obsidian erupted about 16 ka from a rhyolite dome, one of five domes fed from four 

vents along a near east-west line at the southern shore of the Salton Sea (USGS 2007). 

  James H. Cleland, Andrew York, and Angela Johnson of KEA Environmental, Inc. of 

San Diego, California, prepared a report for the 20th Annual ESRI User Conference, 

presenting the changing shorelines of the Salton Basin/Lake Cahuilla, using a GIS 

technological base to exhibit the shorelines visually in several formats. The chart (Figure 3)   

shows complete desiccation at 280 feet (85 meters) below sea level, and a maximum stand at 

40 feet (12 meters) above mean sea level. When the lake level reached the maximum stand, 

where overflow into the Gulf of California (Sea of Cortez) occurred, the Colorado river 

would then eventually return its course back to the south and empty into the Gulf of 

California (Cleland et al. 2000). In the normal dry desert heat, the lake would probably take 

approximately 60 years to completely desiccate, at a rate of about 6 feet (1.8 meters) per year 

after the Colorado river became completely shut off (Waters 1981). 

The Obsidian Butte rhyolite dome rises 98 feet (30 m) above the current dry lake 

shoreline and the obsidian flow reaches up only 65 to 82 feet (20 to 25 m) below the top of 

the dome. The surrounding alluvial sediments lie at about -230 feet (-70 m) below mean sea 

level so the obsidian would only be available at the surface of the lake when it reached a 

level of approximately  –160 feet  (-49m) feet below sea level. The current water level of the 

Salton Sea is approximately –231 feet (-70m) below mean sea level (Waters 1981).
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Figure 3. Lake Cahuilla chronology. (Chart data is derived from obsidian hydration research, James H. Cleland, 
Andrew York and Angela Johnson of KEA Environmental, Inc., and from Waters 1983; and Schaefer 1994).
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Comparatively little lithic detritus of this source/material was evident in Lost Valley, 

and the quantities of completed functional or used/broken obsidian projectile points were few 

in number. However, the large quantity of excavated units from the various sites surrounding 

Shingle Spring yielded enough obsidian debitage overall to perform statistical, comparable, 

and chronological analyses using quantities and hydration measurements. Chalcedonous 

materials, represented by chert and similar cryptocrystalline silicates, were also relatively 

uncommon, demonstrating that sources were also equidistant. The limited number of artifacts 

made from clear crystal quartz paled in number relative to the other prime materials, 

reflecting the rarity of this material in contrast to its semi-local availability.  

The vast majority of lithic material available locally was the ubiquitous white, milky 

quartz. This material is difficult to flake predictably, due both to its hardness and the 

omnipresent flaws, inclusions and natural crystalline facets, or the cleavage planes it 

commonly contains (Bisson 1990). A debitage analysis would not reveal as complete a 

picture as the more homogenous cryptocrystalline materials, due to its tendency to shatter 

along crystal facies, cracks, or inclusions, thereby severely limiting, or even eliminating, the 

classic flake scars in the debitage and attributes common to the more homogenous materials. 

Where these flake scar attributes are present on the debitage, the translucent clear-to white 

non-color renders much of the identifiable classic flake attributes nearly invisible to the 

unaided eye (Gramley 1981).  

This white “sugary” form of quartz exhibits a cryptocrystalline structure, whereas 

many small crystals intersect and merge to lend predictive flaking a challenging to 

impossible task (Bisson 1990). 

Occupational Components, Environments 
The Paleoindian era represents the transformation of a climate from a time of glaciation in 

the more northern latitudes, pluvial lakes in the Great Basin/Mojave Desert to the east, 

significantly lower sea levels represented along the coast, and cooler climates locally, with a 

likely vegetation community now found in higher elevations and latitudes. This paleoclimate 

gradually and cyclically changed to what we see today, which appears now to be on a 

measurable warming trend. While climatologists firmly agree that the environment during the 
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last glacial maximum affected climates globally, there has been disagreement when focusing 

on local details pertaining to continentality, latitude, and elevation. If local 

paleoenvironmental data are essential to supporting an archaeological theory, reliable courses 

of research may include core sampling of lucastrine deposits, or soil samples taken from 

stratified profiles from excavations in an area adjacent to, or within the local ecological zone. 

When these samples are radiocarbon (14C) dated and pollens and/or diatoms are identified to 

the particular species, a chronological representation of the climatic cycles is revealed.  

One such study was performed by R. Scott Anderson et al. (2002) in Diamond 

Valley, near Hemet, California. Their research revealed that during the middle Wisconsin 

glaciation, ca 41,200 to 41,400 years before present (BP), vegetation communities that are 

currently present at elevations ranging from 3,500 to 4,500 feet were then flourishing in 

Diamond Valley at an elevation of approximately 1,500 feet. This study effectively expands 

on the still deficient knowledge of California’s local paleoenvironments, although additional 

research remains requisite. 

Anderson et al. (2002) identified a plethora of climate factors, including sea levels 

that were up to 100 meters lower than present, and shorelines that were up to two to four 

miles farther west to a point near to what is now the edge of the continental shelf. This factor 

strongly limited the inland oceanic influence on average temperatures and humidity cycles. 

The authors also specified other influences on the local environment based on dramatically 

increased precipitation rates (Anderson et al. 2002).  

Considering the above study, Lost Valley would have likely harbored the floral and 

faunal ecology similar to that which we now observe in the higher elevations approximating 

those of the nearby upper extremes of the Laguna Mountains just to the south of this area.  

From the previous archaeological survey activities within the Cupeño ethnographic 

area, most evidence pointed to a late prehistoric occupational presence. Pigniolo’s Wiatava 

(1998) Report and the previous Bleitz and Porcasi (1991) reports presented limited evidence 

of a late archaic presence. This late archaic occupation was derived from the presence of 

large leaf-shaped projectile points and large bifacial preforms, suggesting their temporal 

nature. Until this study resulting from the SDSU field school excavations, no definite 

diagnostic artifacts had been positively identified. Pigniolo suggested the strong possibility 

that the large flaked biface artifacts were of archaic origin but no further specific testing was 
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reported. If indeed there was an archaic presence, we could expect to see Elko, notched 

projectile points that were commonly used on atlatl fore-shafts in the far western archaic 

context. 

This study has widened the time frame of occupation of Lost Valley from the 

previously known late prehistoric period, to include additional supporting evidence for the 

late archaic period, and a newly discovered Paleoindian component evidenced by a large 

obsidian fluted point. 

The Paleoindian Component  
The Paleoindian era in California has not been fully documented, as most artifacts 

have been discovered on the surface where there is no stratigraphy, no associated artifacts, 

and many of the specimens are severely weathered or even sandblasted, masking 

technological details and inhibiting the success of an obsidian hydration analysis. The 

weathering can either remove measurable surface area or add a heavy surface patina making 

measurements of the hydration surface impossible to determine. Often this advanced form of 

age and weather related actions render obsidian hydration analyses or residue analyses 

difficult or impossible to interpret. Compound difficulties that inhibit the discovery of 

Paleoindian evidence include geologic processes, the rise in sea levels that have obscured 

many sites, and the fact that much of the curated collections had once been in the hands of 

private collectors, presenting provenance questions. There is also the problem of unpublished 

and scanty data from early accounts of non-professionals (Moratto 2004:38). 

Prior to this study, no Paleoindian component had been known to exist in Lost Valley 

and the only fluted points previously discovered in San Diego County had been from surface 

finds.   

Late Archaic 
The Late Archaic temporal period in the southern California mountains and deserts is 

generally identified as a time from 3,000 B.C. to 500 B.C. and are identified by the presence 

of Elko eared, and corner notched projectile points used with the atlatl spear thrower. 

Additionally, leaf-shaped bifacial points with rounded or concave bases were also 

documented for this location and time period  (Justice 2002:12, Moratto 2004:367). 
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Elko points commonly show remarkable variation in shape and are at times difficult 

to define into a typology. Projectile point typologies often exhibit a diverse array of 

variations on a single theme or typological designation. Several researchers have suggested 

that these variations in morphology resulted from either procedural artistic modes or 

conceptual artistic modes. Flenniken and Raymond (1986) tested a theory contrasting the 

Elko series nomenclature as it has been typologized into roughly two variations: the corner 

notched, and the eared varieties. Additionally these two subdivisions are marked by a distinct 

variation in length and concavity of blade edge. Flenniken and Raymond, believing a “last 

mode or activity” morphological determination, offered an explanation to address the 

variation in style within this typological designation. Lithic reduction technical analysts 

demonstrate that projectile points were continuously used, they were lost, found any number 

of years later and salvaged, then re-sharpened and reshaped throughout their effective use life 

(Rondeau 1997; Flenniken and Raymond 1986). Pigniolo et al. (1998) reported that an Early 

Archaic component is present in Lost Valley based on artifact styles and sizes, as well as 

extensive site depth in the Wiatava Report, and also with artifactual evidence from the prior 

Bleitz and Porcasi (1991) survey. Those previous finds were of bifacial leaf-shaped projectile 

points and preforms of sufficient size to warrant the designation of use with the throwing 

spear and atlatl. 

Late Prehistoric 
The Late prehistoric period is generally accepted by California archaeologists as 

spanning the time from about 500 A.D., up to the proto-historic. Cupeño occupation is 

believed to have moved into the area around 900 A.D. associated with a Shoshonean 

linguistic migration (Underwood 1954, Meighan 1954, Taylor 1961, Moratto 2002:158).  

Late prehistoric assemblages for this area would be expected to include small 

triangular projectile points of the Cottonwood Triangular or the Desert Side Notched 

varieties (Justice 2002). Comparisons to other late prehistoric cultures such as the San Luis 

Rey Complex to the west and Cuyamaca complex sites farther south would suggest similar 

assemblages in Lost Valley. Groundstone milling artifacts and bedrock milling features 

would also be expected in large numbers. 
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Historically and through indigenous oral history, Lost Valley has been associated 

with use and occupation by the Cupeño people. Only archaeological evidence can reliably 

relate physical evidence to what may have occurred there in prehistory. It has been suggested 

by many authorities that similarities in language (Kroeber 1908; Bright 1967), and subtleties 

in origin myths and oral histories (Strong 1929: 37; Hill and Nolasquez 1973) point to the 

possibility that the Cupeño may have originated from a branching off from Cahuilla 

populations and/or a fusing of Cahuilla and intermarriage among neighboring populations of 

the Kumayaay to the south and the Luiseño from the northwest (Strong 1929; Kroeber 1908, 

1925:689-90; Gifford 1918; Hill and Nolasquez 1973; Bean and Smith 1978). An oral history 

of the Desert Cahuilla tells of a mountain home many generations in the past, relating to the 

flooding of the Cahuilla basin (Strong 1929:37; Hill and Nolasquez 1973). 

Cultural material evidence sometimes lends connections to neighboring cultures 

through comparative artifact associations.  Examining the assemblage in this collection with 

an eye focused on other nearby assemblages of the same time periods, we may possibly 

suggest cultural associations that can be evidenced by documenting stylistic attributes of 

technology, lithic raw materials, and add to the archaeological record in multiple dimensions. 

The evidence gleaned from this project can support assumptions made during early 

ethnographic, linguistic, material cultural, technological, and ethnological analyses.  

This thesis endeavors to address and hopefully answer questions that previous 

researchers have posed. As I have delved into this collection, I have observed evidence that 

may build onto or lead to some of these answers. I intended to associate information gleaned 

from this collection to literature in linguistics, ethnology, and archaeology, and present new 

knowledge to the archaeological record. 

I focused my research on the lithic analysis and the identification of raw material 

sources through visual and geochemical analysis, obsidian hydration analysis, and comparing 

the materials numerically. I expect to determine that most or all of these sources derive from 

inland areas linking the site to desert and inland mountain cultures, as well as showing very 

little to non-existent coastal ties. Although the sources of San Diego County chert raw 

materials are widely distributed and not well documented, I only visually determined where 

the very few samples of chert in the Lost Valley collection may have originated.  I have 

produced graphs comparing raw materials of tools to that of debitage to determine if only 
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local materials were flaked on site. I also examined the local milky quartz raw material to 

determine why it was rarely notched, as it is a difficult and tough material to work. I also 

researched possible cultural links to the nearby desert Cahuilla cultures on the basis of 

artifacts and through ethnographic data, historic photographs, linguistic similarities, and 

kinship data derived from the work of E. W. Gifford and Duncan Strong.  

SUMMARY 
This collection had such vast possibilities for analyses that I found it necessary to 

limit my work in a single direction. However, too narrow a focus might only reveal limited 

new knowledge or only answer a single question. Therefore I have felt compelled to widen 

the scope of work to include certain noteworthy aspects of other artifact categories that I 

have noticed while cataloging and processing the collection.  

I feel the necessity to reveal the additional fact that this collection is only temporarily 

in the custody of SDSU. The landowners of the Lost Valley sites, the Boy Scouts, are the 

legal owners of the collection and are ultimately responsible for its curation. Hopefully, with 

the advise and input of the local Cupeño descendants, the local curation facilities, museums, 

academic institutions, and cultural resource management firms, a consensus with the Boy 

Scouts can be agreed upon to curate the collection in a secure and appropriate facility so it 

remains safe, intact, and available for museum displays and additional future research. Along 

with this analysis, the collection from Lost Valley warrants additional research. Future 

graduate students may find here ample fodder for further work with this collection as more 

questions arise. 
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CHAPTER 2 

BACKGROUND 

Environmental changes and cycles have been responsible for the extinction and 

evolution of species, and have prompted the dislocations and relocations of various life forms 

since the beginning of life on this planet.  When humans first set foot on the American 

continents the scene that they encountered differed significantly from that which the first 

European immigrants discovered. 

THE LOCAL ENVIRONMENT 
 In southern California today, much as in the late prehistoric period, the topography 

varies considerably from the coastal strip to the inland deserts, and a huge diversity of 

environmental niches are represented in these differing environments. A day’s walk in an 

east-west direction will take one through a plurality of ecological zones (Figure 4) with a 

huge diversity of floral and faunal life forms. Mild climates near sea level along the coast 

give way to the gradual elevation rise to inland valleys and foothills, with increased 

temperature, humidity, and precipitation variability. As we examine the topography further 

east and inland, one can see that the land gradually rises to the lofty summits of mountains 

where relatively cold winters commonly exhibit freezing temperatures. After reaching these 

summit elevations and still traveling east within San Diego County, we can gaze east, over 

and into the Imperial County lowlands where the land immediately plummets back to sea 

level and then slips further down to levels dipping to more than 200 feet below sea level. 

  Here in the rain shadow of the Peninsular Ranges, the prevailing winds that traveled 

across the Pacific Ocean have now lost their moisture to the rise in elevation up and over the 

mountains and the now desiccated air descends the steep eastern face quickly increasing in 

air pressure and therefore heating as it encounters the sub-sea level desert lowlands of the 

Salton Basin. This extreme change in climate and topography over a limited distance is not 

uncommon in the world and the living organisms that call these areas home have evolved 

unique and diverse methods for coping with the many differing, isolated niches. 
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Figure 4. San Diego ecological zones (data files from SANDAG 2007) rendered by the 
author in ArcGIS 8.0. 
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Additionally, at intermittent times throughout the summer and fall, another weather 

pattern comes into play. When a high-pressure dome hovers over the “Four Corners” region 

of the southwest, the clockwise motion of air draws up moist warm air from over the Sea of 

Cortez and into the desert and mountain areas of San Diego and Imperial counties. This 

monsoon phenomenon develops, aided with the desert heat, often forming large 

cumulonimbus cloud formations moving northwest as if following the San Andreas Fault 

line, creating thunderstorms as it increases in elevation against the east face of the peninsular 

range. This monsoon phenomenon wreaks havoc at times, spawning flash floods and debris 

flows in the mountains, on the desert floor and in canyons. It also sparks wildfires from 

numerous lightning strikes and is made worse when it is fanned by locally gusty winds. 

Additionally this severe weather produces locally heavy precipitation and sometimes, 

destructive hail (Ferrera and Yu 2003; NOAA 2004; Bordoni and Stevens 2005). 

When a high-pressure system places itself over central California, Nevada and Utah, 

the Santa Ana wind pattern commonly occurs in the fall and early winter. This foehn wind 

transports heated and dried-out desert air from the Mojave and Sonora desert floors 

westward, up and over the peninsular range, blasting down and through the foothill valleys 

and canyons to the coast. As this air descends the west face of the mountains, it gains again 

in temperature and drops even more significantly in humidity, often into the single digits 

(Westerling et al. 2004). When the Santa Ana conditions prevail, the risks of rapidly 

spreading wildfires are drastically enhanced as we experienced in the Cedar Fire of 2003, and 

the Viejas Fire of 2001, and more recently, the devastating San Diego Wildfires of 2007, 

occurring as this writing takes place. This predisposition for wildfires is further enhanced by 

the volatile nature of the chaparral vegetation inherent on the western facing slopes of the 

mountains and foothills. Chamise or Greasewood  (Adenostoma fasciculatum Rosaceae) has 

evolved to benefit from wildfires by producing highly flammable foliage and sap above 

ground and produces two forms of seed. The exposed growth quickly burns to ash but leaves 

the below-ground lignotubers, root-crown burls, or basal burls intact, allowing for rapid 

regeneration of the brush as soon as the winter rains arrive (Whitney 1985:399).  

The low desert and the east face of the Peninsular range experience a wide variety of 

weather patterns causing stresses on all life forms eking out an existence in this harsh 

environment. The western face of the mountains and to a lesser extent, the coastal and 
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intermediate zones also experience an inconsistency of weather patterns with short-term heat 

waves, alternating decade-long droughts and intervening years of heavy precipitation, and on 

rare occasions a weakening hurricane or tropical storm. Although we have only been 

recording climate data for a century at best, we have identified short-term cycles and patterns 

such as the El Niño and La Niña events. We have only scanty evidence of long period cycles 

through lake sediment core drilling, Greenland ice cores, and palynology.  It is also of 

scientific (also consider the current polemic, politico-economic debate) note here that human 

activities have adversely effected the atmospheric composition significantly contributing to 

changes in climate since the onset of the industrial revolution. 

 Human populations have likely been present in San Diego County for an estimated 

12,000 years and during that vast time-span, various groups have passed through the 

multifarious climate zones on seasonal rounds to hunt, fish, trap, gather, and seek out the 

plethora of resources necessary for life. We have ample evidence that the first visitors to the 

deserts of southern California encountered an entirely different visage than what we see 

today. The warming trend that began at the end of the Pleistocene has now taken on new 

vigor as we witness the further retreat of the now-far-northern ice sheets and glaciers. 

Greenland is becoming green again and the Italian Alps have returned Utzi, the “Ice-man,” to 

us from his five millennia cryostatic entombment.  

We are witnessing a relatively rapid climate change within our own lifetimes. That 

we are seeing this occur before our eyes further enhances our ability to envision those 

changes that occurred millennia before. The bleak, dry deserts we tolerate today, hosted 

wetter and milder temperatures before the Holocene warming. When the Pleistocene climate 

patterns persisted, the entire spectrum of climate zones from coast to the desert experienced 

temperatures that were dialed back about 5 or 6 degrees on the Pacific Ocean’s natural 

thermostat (Barron and Bukry 2006; Hucklebarry and Fadem 2006; Porinchu et al. 2007).   

 The heated economic/political/scientific argument rages on as to the human or natural 

causes of global warming, but the economic-political debate as it pertains to this work is 

moot. The fact that change occurred before, numerous times, even predating human 

civilization, as well as before the Homo sapiens species evolved, suggests that we will be 

faced with these changes again and again. Our predecessors had to cope with climate change 

in an entirely different way, with cultural, technological, culinary, and geographical 
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modifications. Our encounter with climate change will be no easier, but it will be entirely 

different, just as our culture, technology, and populations differ. Early Holocene populations 

had to gradually move their coastal settlements inland over generations as the sea levels rose. 

Moving temporary settlements would have been a regular occurrence for mobile peoples, 

however, we must accept the fact that our coastal cities and settlements will be inundated, 

and our concept of owned, deeded property will be seriously challenged. The recent 

devastation caused by Hurricanes Katrina and Rita in coastal Louisiana and Mississippi are 

only a hint of what could become a much more common and long lasting global normality. 

 The populations that procured resources and survived here in San Diego County 

during those late Pleistocene – early Holocene climate changes, were thought to be nomadic 

peoples who we currently believe followed large game herds and had little permanence 

attached to any particular geographical location. If they did return to a place regularly it was 

on a seasonal round and in a place where resources and water were dependable and ample 

enough to carry them through their stay. Still, little is known of these early people and our 

knowledge grows very slowly as bit by tantalizing bit of data is slowly added to the 

archaeological record (Kelly and Todd 1988; Kelly 1995; Anderson and Gillam 2000; 

Grayson and Meltzer 2002). 

 Lost Valley in the extreme northeastern corner of San Diego County was likely such a 

place to lure the Pleistocene nomad, the archaic period hunter, the late prehistoric seasonal 

settlement, or the typical city-living Boy Scout, to stay a while and partake of that which this 

serene mountain valley has to offer.  

 A day’s hike up the steep boulder laden Palm Canyon, west from Borrego Springs on 

the desert floor, Lost Valley presents today’s visitor with more than adequate resources to 

supply a modest population. Seven species of Oak (see Table 1, page 34) provide an 

abundance of acorns in any single year and the presence of bedrock mortar milling features 

suggest that this activity was commonplace in the late prehistoric to historic times. Lithic 

detritus, ceramic potsherds, discarded, broken, or lost items of body adornment, and an 

abundance of stone and bone tools found on and near the surface support this conclusion. Our 

efforts to document the archaeology of Lost Valley placed us in the position to watch the sun 

rise and set over the same ridgelines as those who lived here hundreds and even thousands of 

years before. Much of the same indigenous flora and fauna remains today, much as it was 
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then. Fresh water continuously oozes forth from Shingle Spring, even after 12 years of 

drought, documenting the tenacity and dependability of this life giving resource. It is no 

surprise that the majority of archaeological evidence found on the surface lies within 

shouting distance of this spring. 

 When the climate was much cooler at the terminus of the Pleistocene, the scene was 

comparatively different. The few Incense Cedars were probably more numerous, Shingle 

Spring more productive, and other springs that are now only seeps would have contributed as 

well since the precipitation was surely heavier, and the groundwater was likely nearer to the 

surface. The vegetation community, at the 5,000 foot elevation, would have resembled a 

locale more akin to what we see today near the summits of the higher Laguna mountains 

farther south. The Oaks would have been found at much lower elevations, and species found 

at or near the 8,000 ft. elevations today, such as Incense Cedars, Sugar Pines, and Lodgepole 

Pines would have displaced the Oaks in Lost Valley. At the height of the last surge of the 

Wisconsin glaciations (ca 40,000 B.P.), vegetation communities were lowered by as much as 

900 meters or about 3,000 feet (Anderson 2002:310). 

 Lost Valley would have presented an enticing environment for man or beast in the 

spring, summer, and autumn months, during the terminal Pleistocene – early Holocene, as it 

still does today. Temperatures would have been somewhat cooler, making the midsummer 

highs more tolerable, and the winter lows and the increased snow pack may have then 

hindered the year-round human habitation, but it would have kept the groundwater aquifers 

topped off at a higher level supplying life-giving spring water during the milder, non-winter 

months at an increased rate (Anderson 2002).  

 Just to the east of Lost Valley, down the steep eastern face of the peninsular range lies 

a low desert expanse now hosting the Salton Sea, an accidental body of dense saline water in 

the process of a century long intermittent evaporative desiccation. Water levels constantly 

fluctuate from agriculture runoff and occasional storm caused flooding. Salinity is increasing 

steadfastly as is the effect of agricultural fertilizers and pesticide pollution as there is no 

outlet for the water other than evaporation. Just before the human error that brought this body 

of water back into existence the Salton Basin had been dry. The mistake involved 

maintenance work on a dike on the Colorado River Delta (Carpelan 1961; Dowd 1960).  
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Numerous minor inflows and subsequent desiccations have occurred since the 14th or 

15th century. During the Pleistocene and into the late prehistoric era, the Salton Trough was 

largely filled with fresh water to a point slightly above sea level, supplied from the shifting 

course of the Colorado River. Sediments freely cascading down from the southwestern slopes 

of the Rockies, and the southern great basin province were deposited in a delta formed at the 

present northern extent of the Sea of Cortez (Babcock 1974; Buckles et al. 2002; Waters 

1981; Schaeffer ND; Laylander 1997). This delta served to inhibit the encroachment of the 

sea into the Salton Sink and as the climate warmed, the Salton Basin gradually dried. That 

ancient freshwater lake, referred to as Lake Cahuilla, filled and desiccated several times in 

historic and in prehistoric times, corresponding to course changes of the Colorado River and 

the various seasonal floods bearing huge amounts of sediment and dissolved minerals. These 

sediments gradually built a delta spanning the trough resulting in a natural dam separating the 

waters of the Sea of Cortez from encroaching in on the Salton Trough. Alternating course 

changes across the delta switched the flow of fresh water from the Salton Trough to the Sea 

of Cortez. When the Colorado River fed directly into the Sea of Cortez, the Salton Trough 

steadily desiccated and ultimately disappeared around the year 1600 (Dowd 1960; Downs 

and Woodward 1961; Buckels 1974; Wilke 1978; Waters 1981, 1983). When the Colorado 

River filled Lake Cahuilla to the point of overflow, the course switched back to the Sea of 

Cortez (synonymous with Gulf of California) and the basin began to desiccate, and these 

cycles repeated numerous times throughout the Pliocene, Pleistocene and the Holocene 

(Howard and Lundstrom 2005).  

 Lake Cahuilla supplied an environment rich in resources, such as fish and waterfowl 

that attracted human settlement. Late prehistoric fish traps are still evident along the ancient 

shorelines. These funnel-shaped stone emplacements corralled fish, making it easier for 

humans to catch them from the near shore shallows (Schaefer ND.). This lake dried up 

completely many times since 1400, until 1905 when a breach occurred while the Army Corps 

of Engineers were working on a levee (Carpelan 1960; Dowd 1961). It took several years to 

stop the flow into the basin, and thus created what we know today as the Salton Sea. When 

Lake Cahuilla finally evaporated, it left behind millennia of solidified minerals (salts), which 

quickly re-dissolved when the waters returned, giving us the relatively high specific gravity 

(salinity) of today’s Salton Sea. 
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 In this work, I introduce new evidence of a Paleoindian presence in Lost Valley. This 

new evidence updates the archaeological record regarding late Pleistocene-early Holocene 

period as gleaned through the 1997 to 2003 excavations of the sites around Shingle Spring. 

These sites’ boundaries are but arbitrary divisions applied for ease of our recording, future 

protection, and administrative purposes. Common sense dictates that we view the area around 

the spring as a single site with evidence of numerous occupations through time. The presence 

of Shingle Spring is likely the main attraction drawing humans to this locale, time after time. 

The presence of a dependable source of year-round water is responsible for the dense and 

diverse vegetation here as well. This in turn would draw in the wildlife, henceforth a source 

of meat, all of which adds to the attractiveness of this rich resource base locality.  

 The central meadow of Lost Valley is a feature deserving further research. This area 

could have once hosted a small Pleistocene lake. We can see the distinct and immediate 

change in vegetation along the “shoreline” where the flat meadow grasses give in to a 

periphery of chaparral brush, oaks, and pines as soon as the land rises a few inches above the 

pluvial/alluvial sediments.  

GEOLOGY AND MINERAL RESOURCES 
 The Peninsular Ranges are the weathered and eroded remnant of a volcanic arc that 

runs the entire length of Baja California and terminates just north of the San Diego – 

Riverside County Border. Lost Valley is at the northern extremity of this range. What 

remains of this mountain structure, formed during the Late Cretaceous, deep within the 

earth’s crust, in the form of batholiths or plutons. These magma chambers were the source of 

the lavas that periodically erupted out through ancient volcanoes that have long since eroded 

away. Those eroded sediments have been transported mostly into the Pacific Ocean and 

down the eastern mountain face into the Salton Basin and into the Sea of Cortez, but still 

some remains of these “Santiago Peak Volcanics” make up numerous scattered sedimentary 

deposits in the foothill basins, and along the coastal lowlands and mesas (Abbott 1999; 

McCulloch 1984). This Mesozoic volcanism also metamorphosed pre-existing igneous and 

sedimentary materials while still deep underground through contact, with the extreme heat 

and pressures of this environment. Over the last 95 million years, the volcanoes have eroded 

away, the magma chambers have cooled and solidified, and the land has been tectonically 
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uplifted, exposing the remaining igneous batholiths and plutons of granitic composition 

(Abbott 1999; McCulloch 1984). 

The geology of Lost Valley consists mainly of six geologic units, three of which 

make up the Lost Valley Pluton, one metamorphic unit, and two tonalite units (McCulloch 

1984:3). For archaeological purposes, the deep-temporal origins of the geologic units are of 

less importance than are the numerous mineral resources they present at or near the surface, 

available for cultural material use, and as the matrix supplying the foundations and mineral 

environment for botanical and faunal life. In this section I will concentrate specifically on the 

geologic units as they might pertain to the landscape, botany, wildlife, and the applicable 

lithic usages of past, and present human cultures. 

In later chapters I will discuss and compare several of the lithic tool-stone materials 

with references to their hardness. Rocks and minerals all possess diverse physical properties 

that lend them sufficient for a variety of human uses. Geologists use the Mohs hardness scale 

(Table 1) to compare these materials. 

GEOLOGIC UNITS 
The small, metamorphic unit exposed in two separate outcrops 1.5 (2.4 km) and 

1.25 miles (2 km) almost due south of Shingle Spring, on the south side of Lost Valley, was 

formed from prebatholithic sedimentary rocks metamorphosed from contact with the Lost 

Valley Pluton and among other nearby batholithic contacts. This metamorphic unit may have 

provided local human populations with sources of lithic material to shape into various 

implements.. Additionally, this unit supports the densest vegetation in the immediate area  

(McCulloch 1984:5).  

The north and northwest areas of the valley are composed of the hornblende-biotite 

tonalite of Chihuahua Valley. This unit is also in contact with the aforementioned 

metamorphics. Part of a Cretaceous pluton, this intermediate igneous unit exhibits both 

potassium and plagioclase feldspars, biotite and muscovite, and a variety of other minerals 

such as small garnets, black tourmaline (schorl), and the ubiquitous quartz (McCulloch 

1984:6). 

 The largest unit making up the Lost Valley pluton is the muscovite-biotite 

leucoadamellite of Lost Valley. This unit contacts the metamorphics to the south and also the
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 Table 1. The Mohs Mineral Hardness Scale 

Note: The Mohs scale of hardness as shown above compares and relates the diverse minerals and their effects on and to 
each other. The hardness of a material is controlled by the bond strength between its individual atoms. For example, iron 
with a mhos hardness rating of 4.5 will scratch fluorite, but Apatite with a rating of 5 will scratch iron. Any material with 
a hardness rating higher than another, will scratch, or through purposeful intent, shape or form the softer material, 
thereby leaving minimal to no detrimental effects on the harder material (Thompson and Turk 1998:45-6; Boger, et al. 
2003:47). 

 

 

Rating Minerals of Mohs Scale Comparable Common Objects
1 Talc, Steatite (soapstone)
2 Gypsum
2.5 finger nail
3 Calcite copper 
4 Flourite
4.5 Iron
5 Apatite steel knife blade
5.5 Obsidian window glass
6 Orthoclase
6.5 steel file
7 Quartz, Chert, Flint, Jasper, Chalcedony
8 Topaz
9 Corundum
10 Diamond
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tonalite of Chihuahua Valley to the north and west. For tool quality lithic material, quartz is 

the only knappable stone commonly found in and among the dikes within this unit, but small 

crystals of schorl and garnet are present (McCulloch 1984:7-8). 

 The third of the three units that make up the Lost Valley Pluton is the biotite 

leucoadamellite of Lost Valley. This unit is exposed in the northeast contacting “the tonalite 

of Chihuahua Valley, the muscovite-biotite leucoadamellite of Lost Valley to the west, and 

the biotite leucogranodiorite of Cougar Canyon to the south” (McCulloch 1984:8-9).  Lithic 

materials of use to humans within this unit are again, quartz, schorl, and garnet crystals that 

are sometimes found in inclusions of coarse-grained igneous (pegmatite) dikes. This rock 

unit is mainly represented to the surface viewer as a coarse grained granitic rock. “[B]iotite 

leucoadamellite weathers into large spherical boulders and a course grus” (McCulloch 

1984:8-9).  

 The hornblende-biotite tonalite of Los Coyotes Indian Reservation is exposed in the 

southeast slopes of Lost Valley and contacts the metamorphic unit as well as the biotite 

leucogranodiorite. This unit is one part of a very large tonalite pluton consistent throughout 

the Los Coyotes Indian Reservation (McCulloch 1984:10-11). 

GEOLOGIC HISTORY 
 The intrusive igneous units were formed at various times during the Mesozoic from 

the injection into previously eroded igneous strata causing the metamorphosis by near contact 

of heat and pressure (Gastil 1983). Additionally, these plutons contacted one other while still 

retaining heat, thereby mixing materials from both and causing foliation between the two 

units and forming xenoliths. This igneous geologic activity was ultimately caused from 

tectonic forces driving the subduction of the now exhausted Farallon plate under the North 

American plate, forming a volcanic arc, which during the vast expanse of geologic time 

since, has been drastically uplifted and eroded (Abbott 1999; Todd et al. 1983).  

The slow cooling and long period of heat and pressure not only metamorphosed 

nearby rock units but also produced semi precious gems and other crystalline materials. 

Crystalline quartz is formed when it “grows” freely, developing its characteristic shape 

controlled by the slow arrangement of its molecules arranging themselves while transforming 
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from a fluid state into a slowly cooling solid.  The crystalline habit of this form of quartz is a 

prismatic hexagon (Thompson and Turk 1998). Most of the quartz artifacts and flaking 

debitage recovered from the Lost Valley excavations were of a cryptocrystalline form or 

masses of interlocking crystals with inclusions, intersecting planes, and water. This particular 

form of quartz appears milky or sugary white from the many inclusions or other flaws in the 

molecular crystal lattice. 

GEOLOGIC FEATURES 
 Shingle Spring provides a dependable source of water as it issues forth from between 

the gradational contact of the biotite leucoadamellite of Lost Valley and the muscovite-biotite 

leucoadamellite of Lost Valley geological units. This tenacious spring was producing a 

constant trickle as we worked on the sites in the summer field seasons of 2002 and 2003. 

These two years were also the final years of a 12-year continuous drought that had severely 

impacted the arboreal life throughout the valley. The maintenance crew working for the Lost 

Valley Boy Scout Reservation was constantly engaged, felling and bucking the many dead 

and dying pines. The only surviving trees were those whose roots were still capable of 

reaching the falling water table, or were near enough to the spring to survive the drought. The 

month of June 2003 presented us with the constant day-long drone of chainsaws as they 

performed a daily dirge of doom for the valley’s tallest and oldest pines, cedars, and oaks. 

 The valley floor is a flat meadow, which may have once been a small Pleistocene 

lake. Only grasses are growing in this meadow now, with the various trees and shrubs only 

growing around the periphery. The presence of near surface water would explain this 

phenomenon, or it may possibly be a clayey layer keeping water from penetrating deep into 

the sediments. Further geological research may answer this query. It is likely that this flat, 

broad central portion of the valley is made up of sediments both wind blown (aeolian 

deposition), and washed down (pluvial/alluvial deposition) from the hillsides, and deposited 

here in the form of sands, silts and clays. It is also likely that these clays form an 

impermeable layer preventing water from seeping down into the soil. This theoretical clay 

layer would hold water near the surface, preventing trees and shrubs from growing there 

since they prefer a well-drained soil. 
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Soils and Sediments 
 The soils and sediments of the lower northeastern slopes and valley edges are mainly 

decomposing granitic sands, silts, and clays, eroding from the igneous bedrock outcrops and 

upper mountain slopes. These poorly sorted sediments support a variety of botanical life 

forms as well as the fauna that is directly or indirectly dependent upon them. The presence of 

numerous, scattered rodent burrow mounds displays the likelihood of disturbed stratification 

or bioturbation.  

 The site at CA-SDI-2506 was named “The Bog Site” from the appearance of a dark 

midden soil component on the surface. To enhance this dark appearance, small, scattered 

nodules of charcoal from burning vegetation that could be of natural or human origin littered 

the surface. Phillip Brigandi, a local historian wrote of a fire in August of 1911 that started in 

the valley, burned down the original cabin, and swept through the Los Coyotes Indian 

Reservation to the south (P. Brigandi personal communication 2008). Charcoal near the 

Shingle Springs area could be attributable to this event. 

Hydrology 
 The area of prehistoric occupation concentrated around Shingle Spring spans the 

topographical transition from the somewhat steep (10-15%) toe-slope to an almost level 

(2%) grade, where the more dense accumulations of archaeological deposits are visible. The 

northern side of CA-SDI-2506 is at the highest point where granitic bedrock is exposed in a 

large horizontal outcrop, featuring numerous mortars and grinding slicks. To the north and 

west of this feature, a gully carries off precipitation to the west and slightly south, eventually 

combining with the output of Shingle Spring. To the south of this bedrock exposure, water is 

carried down the more gradual slope aspect to the southwest through a series of small rills 

also combining with the gully produced from Shingle Spring. 

 Cultural materials, bedrock features, and midden soils are located to the northeast and 

south of Shingle Spring, to where it joins the drainage running from the north to the south of 

the valley. The local drainage pattern is shown in Figure 5. 

The springs and seeps within Lost Valley combine to make up the headwaters of 

Agua Caliente Creek, which in turn contributes water into Lake Henshaw.  Lake Henshaw  
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Figure 5. Natural hydrology of the northeast portion of Lost Valley where the focus of this 
work is concentrated. 
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is the body of water that forms the headwaters of the San Luis Rey River that eventually 

reaches the Pacific Ocean at Oceanside. 

BOTANICAL ENVIRONMENT AND RESOURCES 
 At nearly 5,000 feet, the sites around Shingle Spring today host a wide variety of 

arboreal and shrub species. Oaks (Quercus sp.) are represented by seven distinct species, all 

producing acorns of differing qualities and quantities as the seasons vary in temperature, 

humidity, and precipitation, guaranteeing a reliable food source nearly every year (Table 2). 

Pinyon and Coulter Pines are the dominant tree species and produce cones containing edible 

pine nuts that could adequately supplement the available natural cuisine. Incense Cedars, 

Calocedrus decurrens, are present today near the spring but are showing increased stress from 

the ongoing drought. The younger Cedars that had sprouted farther away from the spring 

have recently died but the larger specimens nearer to the creek seem to be faring better. This 

tree species produces a wood that is well suited for construction of shelter and a wide variety 

of implements, and it also conveniently inhibits the proliferation of many species of insects.  

Shasta Gaughen presented her thesis, “The Ethnobotany of the Cupeño,” in the spring of 

2001, giving us a keen insight into the quality and quantity of botanical resources available 

for human use in this local area and other Cupeño territories leading down the canyons to the 

west and south toward Warner Springs, formerly known as the village of Cupa from whence 

the latinized Cupeño name derived (Hill and Hill 1968; Hill 1972; Bright and Hill 1967, and 

Bright 1967). Gaughen’s work is an invaluable resource on which to reference and build 

additional theories relative to parallel subjects. There are copious species of plants and their 

products present in Lost Valley that were likely utilized by earlier human populations and 

Gaughen has covered them effectively in her work to refrain from repetition here (2001). 

We are well aware that global climates have both warmed and cooled to varying 

extremes, cyclically in the past causing plant communities to rise and slip in elevation and 

latitude, and spawning evolutionary changes in other life forms, and in the extremes, 

extinction. It is an ironic opportunity that scientists are currently witnessing drastic climate 

changes within our lifetimes, officially documenting this climate change phenomenon so 

future generations will be made aware of this occurrence as a fact, thereby eliminating the  
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Table 2. Tree Species Present in or Near Lost Valley in Modern Times  

Calocedrus decurrens    Incense Cedar 

 Juniperus californica   California Juniper 

 Pinus Coulter   Coulter Pine 

 Pinus monophylla   Pinyon Pine 

 Pinus quadrifolia   Pinyon Pine 

 Platanus racemosa   Western Sycamore 

 Populus fremontii   Cottonwood 

 Quercus agrifolia   Coast Live Oak 

 Quercus chrysolepis   Canyon Oak 

 Quercus dumosa   Scrub Oak 

 Quercus engelmannii   Engelmann’s Oak, White Oak 

 Quercus kelloggii   Black Oak 

 Quercus morehus   Oracle Oak 

 Quercus wislezenii    Scrub Live Oak 
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global warming” economic/political debate we are currently witnessing. R. Scott Anderson, 

and his colleagues (2001) described the paleoecology of a valley in nearby Riverside County 

to the north, where they demonstrated that during the Middle Wisconsin glaciation, 

approximately 41,000 (14C) radiocarbon years B.P., vegetation communities had lowered by 

900 m. in elevation, to the temperature, humidity, and precipitation levels that they had 

previously evolved or adapted. It is probable that this climate change reverse would also 

gradually move the botanical species up in elevation or latitude, as climates cycle back to 

warmer and drier levels. 

 It is also within the realm of possibility that some form of agriculture was practiced 

such as the transplanting or introduction of botanical resources into Lost Valley from other 

locales. Neighboring groups along the Colorado River practiced agriculture and the concept 

could not have been alien to the Cupeño or their adjacent Cahuilla neighbors (Bean and 

Lawton 1972,1976). 

LINGUISTICS BACKGROUND 
 The assignment of Lost Valley as a Cupeño permanent habitation site is mainly 

derived from oral histories of a historical nature. The ethnographic territories recorded by 

Kroeber and Strong in the 1920s place Lost Valley on the eastern border area separating the 

Cupeño from the Cahuilla (Kroeber 1925; Strong 1929). Since this inquiry delves into 

prehistory, linguistic data may lend evidence that may either support or contrast that 

knowledge which was previously known (or assumed) concerning the prehistoric use of this 

valley. A significant level of ethnographic territorial uncertainty exists with Lost Valley as to 

whether or when the Cupeño became a distinct separate “tribe” from their theoretical 

Cahuilla ancestry. As this thesis is proposed to analyze the artifact assemblage to glean what 

information exists and to follow the evidence trail, a linguistic line of evidence would 

strongly support a Cahuilla origin of the Cupeño people. Although it is likely that the 

Luiseño and the Serrano, as well as the Kumeyaay to the south, all exchanged genetic 

material through intermarriage, the Cupeño language is more closely related to the Cahuilla 

(Kroeber 1925). 
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At around the turn of the twentieth century, California anthropologists with linguistic 

proficiency and opportunistic exposure, collected masses of data, including linguistic 

information on southern Californian indigenous peoples. Although the original language 

groups had been differentially exposed to Spanish missionization for well over four 

generations, the earliest possible collection of these data resulted in a relatively accurate 

reconstruction of the proto language. A. L. Kroeber (1925), and Edward Winslow Gifford 

(1918) among others, salvaged information on the culture, language (lexicon) and material 

culture of southern Californian native peoples as they saw it rapidly changing and/or 

disappearing through acculturation, forced enculturation, and regrettably, expiration.  

In 1967 William O. Bright and Jane Hill presented “The Linguistic History of the 

Cupeño,” thereby building on the information from the early works of those tireless 

individuals mentioned above, they also interviewed a contemporaneous speaker of Cupeño, 

Rosinda Nolasquez. That work primarily concentrated on stress patterns. A later article by 

Jane H. Hill and Kenneth C. Hill (1968), presented evidence demonstrating the levels of 

linguistic associations, also by comparing stress, but with the added approach of examining 

vowel length in the Cupeño, Cahuilla, and Luiseño, which are collectively known as the 

Cupan languages. This work demonstrated the relationship between proto-Cahuilla-Cupeño, 

and Proto-Cupan as shown in Table 3. 

Historic linguistic studies of the three Cupan languages have been compared by 

various anthropological linguists since the beginning of the 20th century, and a substantial 

vocabulary remains available for study, even though the numbers of the speakers themselves 

are rapidly waning. Language death, as discussed in Jean Aitchison’s “Language Change” 

(2001), is eminent in the case of Cupeño, and likely for Luiseño and Cahuilla. In 1903, all of 

the Cupeño people who were then residing in the Warner Springs area were forcibly sent to 

live on the Pala Reservation with the Luiseño. The Cahuilla, however, were at one time 

widely dispersed to the east, and scattered throughout the northeast San Diego County 

mountains and into the mountains and deserts of Riverside, San Bernardino, and Imperial 

counties. This dispersion historically manifested the language into a variety of dialects within 

the Cahuilla language, and since then, subsequent political and population pressure has 

forced the Cahuilla people into just a few small reservations, and although the dialectic 
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diversity has been recombining, its exposure to, and pressure from the dominant English may 

soon seal its fate as a spoken language. 

Pamela Munro (1990) takes the next logical step in reconstructing Proto-Cupan by 

including data from the other Takic languages. Takic languages are a subfamily of Uto-

Aztecan that include those in the Cupan group, along with Gabrieleño, Fernandeño, Serrano, 

and Kitanemuk as demonstrated in Table 4. By collecting the clues from groups of words of 

the various Cupan languages and comparing these with other Takic languages, as Aitchison 

(2001) discusses, linguists are progressively narrowing down details of the Takic family tree. 

Table 3.  Cupeño Linguistic Family Tree  

 
Source: Hill, Jane H., and Kenneth C. Hill, 1968. Stress in the Cupan (Uto-
Aztecan) Languages. International Journal of American Linguistics 34(4) 
p.236 
 
  

Of course there are many mysteries and unexplainable ambiguities in nearly every 

study of prehistoric language analyses. The study of these particular language branches are 

complicated by the varying degrees of exposure with Spanish missionization, and contacts 

through the millennia with neighboring groups through inter-marriage, trade, and conflict, 

and of course, those puzzling mysteries. Munro hesitates to explain the details concerning 

these problems in her analysis, but simply refers to them as mysteries, or when known, as 

Spanish borrow words. She implies that these mysteries are expected and/or inherent 

discipline-wide, therefore only a casual mention is necessary (Munro 1990). 
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Table 4. The Takic Branch of the Uto-Aztecan Linguistic Family  

 
Source: Munro, Pamela, 1990. Stress and Vowel Length in Cupan Absolute Nouns. In 
International Journal of American Linguistics 56(2):218. 

 

 Munro (1990) shows that by comparing cognates of Luiseño (Lu), Cupeño (Cu), and 

Cahuilla (Ca), Luiseño is the best indicator of what a Proto-Cupan word would have been. 

She provides us with a vowel chart demonstrating a reconstruction of Proto-Cupan with 

comparisons to Cu, Lu, and Ca. In addition to this, she explains the consonantal change of č 

to š after lengthened vowels in each language as being in “perfect complementary 

distribution” (Munro 1990:222). This seems to parallel the assumption Aitchison makes in 

“doing what comes naturally” (2001), where she believes that final consonants tend to 

disappear. Could the loss of its voiced character be a precursor to its total elimination? 

 Pamela Munro (1990:231) demonstrates, through multiple examples, how vowel 

length increased through ‘h’ deletion in Cupeño and Cahuilla, while Luiseño remained 

unchanged from the Proto-Cupan. The phenomenon of ‘h’ deletion is discussed by Aitchison 

(2001), where she believes that the ‘h’ is doomed to eventually disappear in languages where 

it has no voiced alternative as it has also disappeared in Cockney English. Aitchison 
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attributes this type of action on the grounds that the ‘h’ sound has no voiced alternative and 

language has a tendency to “neaten up” loose ends by “repairing patterns” (2001). 

ETHNOGRAPHIC BOUNDARIES AND RESOURCE AREAS 
Our written history specific to the Cupeño area can only take us back to the Spanish 

Mission era, and when we include oral histories we can infer only slightly more. But in the 

case of oral histories we are dealing with incompleteness, and a lack of the everyday 

mundane events. Oral histories typically capture groundbreaking events that changed the 

lives of the individuals who experienced them in order to educate their progeny and pass on 

folk knowledge. These types of epistemologies dealt with crises such as conflicts, fires, 

floods, earthquakes and landslides, as well as documenting the lives and accomplishments of 

memorable and heroic individuals. Oral histories are repeated within the culture typically to 

teach the forthcoming generations all of the necessary lessons of life, and set examples on 

how to lead an honorable life (Hyer 2001).  

Archaeologists are mainly concerned with the mundane, everyday routine actions that 

change slowly over time so as to go unnoticed from day to day, and hence remain ignored in 

the oral histories. Much like Charles Darwin’s evolutionary theory of biological evolution, 

cultural evolution changes imperceptibly over short spans of time. Only in the last few 

hundred years have modern people been conscious of cultural changes in a literate 

civilization and considering that we now have the advantage and knowledge of literacy we 

are made aware of changes that have occurred outside of our own life spans. But still, little 

was written pertaining to the mundane everyday existences of our forbearers. Most of the 

knowledge of what we do have, we have recovered from fictional writings, as these literary 

resources were based on actual technologies and cultural norms of times long past. 

We cannot always rely on the completeness and accuracy of our own written histories 

for that matter. When events are recorded in written form, it is through the eyes and 

experiences of individuals from their particular visage. Others involved may have viewed the 

same events from a quite different vantage point that never recorded the event, or did not 

survive to relate their experiences orally, or literally. Written history is usually composed by 

and for the society who sanctions it. 
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We have relied to a great extent on the work of the early California ethnologists 

(Kroeber 1925; Gifford 1918) and their work has been invaluable in relating to us - as well as 

the remaining native populations - the information they documented in recording oral 

histories, myths and legends, customs, languages and linguistic data, interactions with 

neighboring populations, and their observations in material culture, body adornment, and 

virtually all aspects of their existence. We are still using the maps, photographs, and sketches 

they provided today, almost a century later. The mapping technology we now enjoy can 

provide immensely more detail and accuracy that that of one hundred years before, and 

archaeological analysis of these territories can accurately support or add to this prior 

knowledge (Conroy 2006; Neubauer 2004).  

Territorial boundaries of all peoples were never static in the long term. Conflict 

(Milner 1999), population densities (Graber 1991), extinction (Tainter 2006), migration 

(Malhi et al. 2003), and the vagaries of geography that provide indistinct, overlapping 

boundaries, and border changes over time.  We are confident that past populations moved 

into territories, abandoned others, carried out warfare, occupied areas by displacing others, 

and even succumbed to extinction. Where we have no historic descendants, the only data we 

have is the archaeological record. Paleoindian remains are impossible to associate with 

historical native peoples due to the vast time span. Without evidence associating distinct 

populations with their cultural deposits, such as DNA or mtDNA, we can find no association 

other than the land they occupied separated by millennia.  

The Cupeño people were identified as “owners of the resources in Lost Valley” 

(Strong 1929:245-48). The oral-historical data also suggests that the Cupeno population was 

nearly decimated at one time and that Luiseno and Cahuilla neighbors filled in culturally, 

linguistically, and genetically through intermarriages (Hill and Nolasquez 1973) and the 

cultural-linguistic influences of Spanish, Californios, and later American contacts (Hill 

1972). This conundrum tended to further blur the separations between these neighboring, 

linguistically and genetically related populations. That language can change significantly in 

one generation is evident today with our global, mobile behavior, and longer life 

expectancies, and may be assumed in relation to Native American populations under 

territorial stresses from European encroachment and hostile neighbors (Atchison 2001). If 

language can change under these stresses, so too can cultures. Here in Lost Valley we now 
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can document portions of the archaeological record back to the Paleoindian period and 

sporadically track human occupations into the historic period and the present. 

Kroeber (1925) places the Cupeño at two villages near Warner Springs and as 

controlling resource areas to the north and east up to Lost Valley on the opposite side of Hot 

Springs Mountain as shown in Figure 6. Others (Bean 1978, and Strong 1929) agree on these 

territorial boundaries, and Strong specifically includes Lost Valley as inclusive of Cupeño 

territory. 
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Figure 6. Southern California ethnographic territories as described by Kroeber in 1925. (Base map from Kroeber, 
Alfred L. 1925 Handbook of the Indians of California. Bureau of American Ethnology Bulletin 78. Washington. (New 
York: Dover Publications 1976). 
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CHAPTER 3 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

BEHAVIORAL ECOLOGY 
 Human behavioral ecological theory has been discussed among anthropologists and 

archaeologists for over a quarter of a century and in that time the model has been both 

narrowed and broadened in scope. It has been applied to concepts of hunter-gatherer 

foraging, land use, resource use decisions, and has successfully incorporated evolutionary 

and neo-Darwinian theory with the goal of explaining the adaptations of behaviors in an 

ecological framework. The concept behind this widely applied theory in archaeology has 

advanced explanations of artifact designs and how these are reflected in social theory 

(Schiffer 1999; Winterhalder and Smith 2000; Bird and O’Connell 2006). 

With a goal of documenting material culture, I present a behavioral ecology theoretic 

model with the intent to link the material culture data from Lost Valley to pre-historic human 

behaviors, with the aid of recorded ethnographic information.  Human behavioral ecology 

theoretical concepts that apply directly to this work include the following issues: resource 

selection decisions and the production of surplus for trade; foraging practices; land use and 

migration; resource processing as a value-added trade commodity; environmental factors and 

their relation to the production and trade of value-added processed resources; and resource 

quality and availability, and their influences on artifact form and function. 

The environment of Lost Valley provides a resource base that would provide staple 

carbohydrates, a dependable source of fresh spring water, which in turn supports a dense 

vegetation luring a host of faunal species that would provide ample sources of meat protein. 

EVOLUTIONARY CONCEPTS 
 Darwinian theory applies here metaphorically in reproductive success as it pertains to 

the group, not the individual, as Charles Darwin had literally envisioned. Social Darwinism 

or neo-Darwinism is in synch with behavioral ecology theory and may have been engulfed 

within it under a “processual-plus” rubric (Hegmon 2003). Darwinist selection and 
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adaptation paradigms have infiltrated and morphed into various, newer postulates, including 

behavioral ecology (Winterhalder and Smith 2000), agency theory (Cowgill 2000), and game 

theory (Davenport 1960; Pollock 1994; Dugatkin 1995). 

These theories unite around a rubric of decision-making. Whether it is the individual, 

the family, or the entire group, decisions are made constantly and often unconsciously. Many 

unconscious decisions are made based on past outcomes and expected results. However, 

conscious decisions are made with certain level of reflection. Prehistoric peoples were totally 

dependant on the natural environment.  A positivist view is based on the idea that human 

behavioral science should model itself on the natural sciences, of which they are a part 

(Johnson 1999:138). As environmental and socio/political situations change, so must the 

group adapt to meet these changes. Those decisions could make the difference between boom 

or bust. When survival is wholly dependant on the environment, eking out an existence in 

southern California, with its typical long and short cyclical climate patterns, reinforces the 

need to adapt.  

An evolutionary point of view is contingent upon the assumption that the initial 

“discovery or invention” of a particular tool, trait, or practice is irrelevant. What matters is 

why and how this particular phenomenon became fixed in the culture and then appeared in 

the archaeological record (Dunnell 1996). 

  Group survival and reproductive success is ensured as long as ample resources are 

acquired and the potential for hostilities with neighbors is suppressed. Trade, in the form of 

tools, commodities, and especially mates, ensures this compatibility. This inter-group activity 

ensures a higher level of compatibility in the short term for trade of tools, foods, and finished 

implements, and in the long term when mates are exchanged, since sanguineous family ties 

logically would foster visitation, and therefore offer extended trade opportunities and 

continued relationships (Taussig 1995:388; Smith 1983).  

In the particular environment of the southern California Peninsular Ranges, where 

there are less than adequate flaked stone lithic raw materials, white milky quartz is the most 

common material used for chipped stone tools. When considering the dearth of high quality 

flaked stone lithic raw materials available locally, it would be a logical choice for prehistoric 

peoples to use what is readily available, regardless of the quality.  
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Less energy was required to utilize this local resource because less energy would be 

spent traveling long distances to acquire higher quality lithic materials that were needed for 

everyday tasks, either in the form of finished formal tools or in transporting heavy, bulky raw 

materials. Traveling on foot over the distances necessary to acquire high quality lithic 

materials would have also required a certain level of risk as well as energy costs. Higher 

quality materials that are rare or that require long distance travel or trade would become a 

commodity for importation, taking advantage of the various affinal and sanguine links and 

trade relationships formed over time. Trade items with which to exchange could be in the 

form of resources available locally and those that are in abundance and hence could produce 

a surplus. 

GAME THEORY 
 It has been demonstrated that social animals, even the lower classes of social animals, 

make relatively complex decisions and are capable of complex social behavior (Dugatin 

1995). Humans make an uncountable number of decisions daily, many of which are mundane 

and made unconsciously. It involves the simple act of making decisions that maximize profit 

while minimizing costs (Barash 2003). Human groups make decisions as well for the benefit 

of the group as a whole for a myriad of profitable reasons. Game theory, as it was originally 

applied to anthropological interpretations by William Davenport (1960), investigated the 

behavioral decision making actions of a population living in a Jamaican fishing village. 

Davenport’s game theory application to this population identified the players of the “game” 

with one of the prime opponents being the environment.  

The situation at Lost Valley for the Cupeño could be viewed under a similar lens, 

with like opponents. The game strategy that the Cupeño of Lost Valley would have played in 

this philosophical exercise would include as “players”, their neighboring cultures, other 

Cupeño villages, and the natural environment. To “win” the game, the subject group would 

advance in any manner of applications, most of which would be centering on the survival 

theme. As long as the group survives, the game endures. People make decisions on a number 

of issues on a regular basis, such as trade, what resources to collect, whether to apply value-

added labor in the processing of resources, with whom to trade the processed goods, and 

what to acquire in return. Trade items may include food resources, tools and raw materials, 
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mates, items of body adornment, religious or spiritual value, and even knowledge. Normally, 

simple consumable items are but a one-time deal, but trade items of the utmost strategic 

value would be items such as mates that endure through horizontal family ties and vertical, 

branching family trees. Family ties have a way of cementing relationships to further advance 

trade actions that leave physical traces in the archaeological record (Dugatkin 1995). By 

comparing unique stylistic artifacts, these links can be inferred.  

As in all disciplines of science, multiple lines of evidence are an obligatory 

component of any thesis or analysis. The use of game theory in archaeological, linguistic, 

and ethnographic contexts would appear to be requisite as a comparative tool. In this context, 

I assert that game theory, along with Darwinian concepts, are both a supportive paradigm to, 

and a component within, the human behavioral ecology theory. 
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CHAPTER 4 

METHODOLOGY 

THE EXCAVATIONS 
 The Lost Valley excavations were performed by undergraduate and graduate students 

of the Anthropology Department of San Diego State University beginning in 1997 and 

terminating in 2003. Each field season took place during the month of June when the weather 

was likely to be dry and warm, and there was an absence of other campers (Boy Scouts) in 

the valley. The Boy Scout campers arrived en masse the first week of July when the second 

phase of excavations took place. This second phase consisted of a graduate student leading a 

small group of Boy Scouts in an archaeological field school so the boys could earn an 

archaeology merit badge, a rarely offered and therefore valued addition to their uniform sash. 

These “amateur” excavations were positioned and laid out in slightly less sensitive areas by 

participating graduate students in late June, and were only excavated down to minimal 

depths, as the time allowed for the scouts’ excavation activities were more limited. Other 

scouting activities included an archaeology lecture, a lesson on archaeological ethics, and a 

tour of sites in the valley exhibiting lithic and ceramic sherd scatters and granite bedrock 

outcrops featuring multiple mortars and grinding slicks.  

 Surface surveys were undertaken over the seven-year field school project at various 

times throughout the field season and yielded no additional sites. In 2003, a series of 12 

shovel test pits approximately 12” (30.5 cm) square and no more than 18” (46 cm) deep, 

were placed in a line running due north up a gentle slope from VS-766-C. The matrix was 

passed through a 1/8th inch (3 mm) screen and yielded very little, often no more than a single 

quartz flake per shovel test unit. Every student kept a field notes log, recording the day’s 

events. These are kept as part of the official project collection as documentation. 

Photographic records are in the collection as well. Color and black and white 35 mm film, 

and digital photographs, were taken at nearly every level, and recorded every feature.  

 The 2002 and 2003 field seasons were both promptly followed by laboratory analysis 

by Victoria Kline and myself and included the unpacking of the field collection and the 
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subsequent cleaning, sorting, weighing, measuring, repacking, and labeling of all the 

materials. Each individual artifact was assigned a catalog number that was immediately 

entered into a computer SPSS database and also recorded on a columnar ledger in paper 

form. Lithic detritus and ceramic potsherds were separated into material categories and given 

a single catalog number for each individual unit and level and combined into individual bags.  

Faunal remains were likewise assigned catalogue numbers, combined into unit/level groups 

and so bagged. Each catalog entry received all applicable entry information such as, site 

numbers, unit and level data, weights, measurements, and composite material identification. 

Any questionable data were immediately cross referenced with level sheets and/or field 

notebooks and corrected when found to be in error, or recorded promptly when discovered to 

be missing any information. Very little was found to be in any form of discrepancy, as the 

field system was very reliable and all bags were labeled clearly and completely. 

PROTEIN RESIDUE ANALYSIS 
 Two samples were subjected to a protein residue analysis, a Paleoindian fluted point 

and a soil sample that was submitted as a control. A soil sample was collected at the time of 

the fluted point’s discovery at the same depth along with additional soil samples from every 

10 cm. level, along the western wall of the 2m2 unit. This soil sample collection site was 

selected for collection because the fluted point was found within about 20 cm of the central 

portion of the west unit wall. Soil samples were troweled directly into Ziplock© plastic, 

sandwich sized bags.  

Archaeological artifacts presumed to have been used to kill and/or butcher animals 

can be tested for the presence of blood proteins to determine the specific family of the animal 

whose blood or tissues came into contact with the artifact. Protein residue analysis is a 

method that uses an immunologically based technique referred to as cross over 

immunoelectrophoresis (CIEP or COE). This method originated from forensic work devised 

by Culliford (1964; 1971), and later revised by Newman (1989) and the Royal Canadian 

Mounted Police (RCMP) Serology Laboratory in Toronto, Canada.  Additional 

improvements were made at the Paleo Research Laboratory in the Denver VA Medical 

Center, and the University of Colorado Health Sciences Center. For further details and 

history on this method, see Appendix A. 
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To test an artifact for protein residue, it is bathed in a medium to separate the proteins 

from the artifact. Since soils are likely to contain bacteria and animal feces that may provoke 

a false positive reaction, a soil sample from the proximity of the artifact’s in situ position is 

tested as a control, thus eliminating the argument that the residue(s) may have resulted via 

soil contamination. The extract residues are tested against prepared animal antisera that are 

obtained from pharmaceutical suppliers and specialists that produce antisera specifically for 

testing of various animals including humans and extinct Pleistocene megafauna such as the 

Colombian Mammoth or the predacious Saber-tooth Cat. 

Results identified in CIEP are limited to the animal’s family level. Species that are 

related relatively close will have common serum proteins. Some cross-reactions will occur 

between closely related species and sometimes between distantly related animals. Elephant 

serum, for example will test positive with Mammoth blood, and deer antiserum will react 

with other members of the Cervidae family, such as other species of deer, elk, and moose. 

GEOCHEMICAL ANALYSES 
 Geochemical research is an invaluable tool that researchers can use to identify trace 

elements in lithic materials such as obsidian, to establish its geologic/geographic origins. By 

measuring quantities of trace elements contained within stone from known sources, 

researchers can identify where the raw materials of finished artifacts and debitage originated, 

after being transported to various outlying areas by human means. When used in conjunction 

with obsidian hydration analyses, a closer relative date can be calculated as different 

obsidians hydrate at differing rates. 

When the raw material sources are known, and compared to the sites where they are 

excavated, a clearer picture can be presented, exhibiting the trade and/or migration routes and 

the distances that prehistoric peoples carried these materials and implements. In this thesis, 

the Paleoindian component is represented by one artifact, specifically, a fluted point shown 

in Figure 7 (p. 69). The specimen was geochemically sourced (Appendix B) through energy 

dispersive x-ray fluorescence (edxrf) analysis (Hughes 2006).  

In addition, another obsidian waste flake was tested utilizing this technique 

(Appendix C). This flake was chosen for this analysis because it had a discernable patina that 

was not present on the other debitage. This sample was also subjected to obsidian hydration 
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analysis and the results from the hydration measurement determined that a geochemical 

analysis was requisite as well. Kaylene Flemming (1999) previously subjected five obsidian 

flakes for analysis and all five tested positive to the Obsidian Butte source. I used this 

information to support my thesis in the obsidian hydration results as well. 

TECHNOLOGICAL ANALYSES  
 Flaked stone artifacts are manufactured in a process that has evolved over millions of 

years, from the earliest simple Oldowan tools, which were simple sharp edged broken 

pebbles and flakes (Lewin 1993), through a long, evolving, and diverse spectrum of methods, 

varieties, styles, and usages, to the finely crafted array of stone tools exemplified in the late 

prehistoric archaeological record.  

 By examining the attributes of flaked stone tools and waste flakes, under 

magnification, a technological specialist can determine the order of actions that were 

administered to the particular specimen and by comparison, with multiple examples, patterns 

and associations can be identified with an analogy similar to reverse engineering.  The 

intentions behind a debitage analysis are to introduce inferences concerning lithic tool 

manufacture, use, maintenance behavior, and related activities. Projectile point analyses may 

produce additional inferences with regards to the maintenance, reuse, discard, and 

chronological indicators. By analyzing these among other flaked stone artifact types, 

behavioral interpretations can be surmised leading to theories of technological change across 

time and space (M. Rondeau, personal communication 2007). The Paleoindian fluted point 

was sent to Mike Rondeau for analysis and is reported in the results section and detailed in 

Appendix D. 

OBSIDIAN HYDRATION ANALYSIS 
 The discovery and science behind this dating technique was discovered by geologists 

Irving Friedman and Robert L. Smith and is reported in their (1960) American Antiquity 

article. Together with Archaeologists Clifford Evans and Betty J. Meggers (1960), this team 

of four, developed the method in its early stages and are directly responsible for the valuable 

chronological dating tool it has become today. There are many who argue that this method is, 

or is not, a relative, or an absolute dating technique. This disagreement derives from the 

problem of accuracy in the association of mathematic equations, and the direct relationship to 
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an age/date derived from the hydration rind measurement. It has been demonstrated that 

differing sources of obsidians hydrate at different rates. This problem is compounded by 

numerous variables that play into the equation. Some of the problems lie in the differences of 

obsidian flows within the same volcanic source, the average temperature of environment 

where the glass hydrated, and that the process of hydration front penetration slows gradually 

over time. Some past studies have used relative dating by comparing 14C dates within the 

same strata to obsidian hydration measurements. This method is useful but it is rare that 

organic materials are in direct association with obsidian samples in a stable stratified matrix – 

at least within the vast majority of the environments in southern California. The soil matrices 

of Lost Valley would not yield such advantageous comparisons due to the obvious 

bioturbation from burrowing animals, and the intrusion of roots from trees and shrubs. 

Obsidian hydration rates of the glasses from Obsidian Butte at the southern end of 

Salton Sea are a controversial issue among San Diego archaeologists. There are at least six 

published rate equations as discussed by Don Laylander (1992:88). Those six calibration 

constants varied from the minimum of 47 years per micron to a maximum of 314. If we take 

these diverse factors and average them we get an average constant for our equation of 150.6.  

To establish a hydration rate specific to the samples from Lost Valley, a known or 

hypothesized reference point for a given sample must be designated and then compared to the 

remaining samples – all of which are assumed to have hydrated in the same environment and 

originate for the same geologic source. When this rate constant is identified or designated, a 

reasonable time frame can be derived for each sample building an occupational time span of 

a given site. 

Under the direct supervision and instruction of Dr. Glenn Russell, Myself and another 

graduate student, Stephen Rochester, set up an obsidian hydration laboratory as a part of the 

archaeology lab in Hardy Tower at San Diego State University. During the set-up we tested 

several un-provenienced obsidian objects as practice slides to acquire the skill and “the feel” 

of producing a quality slide. When we were confident of our skills and Dr. Russell had 

declared our capability sufficient for scientific applications, we began to produce slides from 

the Lost Valley collection. 

I cut the samples on the lapidary saw and ground them down to approximately 2 to 

3mm2 thin transparent cross-sections. Next, I mounted the samples on a microscope slide 
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with Lakeside cement that was pre-heated on a slide warmer at approximately 80o to 85o C. 

Removing the slide from the warmer, it quickly cooled, and within seconds I was able to 

begin grinding one side down to a smooth flat surface with 400 grit abrasive on an 18” 

(45 cm) square, ¼” (6 mm) glass plate. I then proceeded to grind them down, producing a flat 

cross section, at which time I placed a small pencil mark on one edge to delineate “side one” 

on the sample. Next I removed the sample from the slide and reattached the previously 

flattened, ground down side to the microscope slide, and continued to grind the remaining 

saw cut surface down to leave an approximately 2 μm cross sectional slice (see Friedman, 

Trembour, and Hughes 1997:300-301) (see also Michels 1973:201-218). When the slide was 

cleaned and dried, a small dab of Canada balsam was placed on the sample surface and a 

microscope cover slip was placed on top. The entire slide was then briefly placed on a slide 

warmer to set the Canada Balsam as a thin, clear, bonding agent.  Measurements were 

visualized on a Meiji model ML9430 polarizing microscope and rendered optically with an 

Infinity Model INFINITY2-3C microscope mounted digital camera fed into the Dell PC 

through a USB connection. Digital optics were previewed and captured using IMT iSolution 

Lite Version 7.0 software, where specimens were measured on the monitor screen with the 

computer curser by click-and-drag mouse action. The software application was calibrated 

with a 40X magnification objective lens and a 10X viewing lens on the microscope where 

10 pixels is equal to 1μm of hydration. A calibration slide was included in the optical 

software package which I calibrated the imaging to 100 (micron) measured units is actually 

equal to 96.477 μm. With this calibration equation, I refined the measurements by 

multiplying the measured units by 1.03652 to correct for the errors that were incurred from 

the conversion from optical to digital imaging.  

 

100 ÷ 96.477 = 1.03652 

 

After the direct computer measurement of the hydration rind was determined, the 

measurement was then multiplied by 1.03652 to calculate the actual, calibrated rind 

measurement variable. When this calibrated measurement was known, I needed to determine 

a constant to complete the equation. Knowing that the historical documents state that the 

Cupeño were forcibly removed from their ancestral lands in 1903 (Phillips 1975; Castillo 
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1978a, 1978b, 1978c) and the last recorded presence of a Cupeño group in Lost Valley was 

approximately 1901, I used the date of 1902 as a reference point to assign to the most recent 

hydration measurement. 1902 was 106 years before this writing, so I hypothesized that 

1.22 μm, calibrated to 1.26μm, represents the smallest measurement at 106 years BP. The 

measurements must be squared because the hydration process proceeds at the square root of 

time (Taylor 1997). Therefore 1.0μm = 66.77 years, since:  

 

1.262= 1.5876 

106÷ 1.5876 = 66.77…(Years per micron) 

or 

1.5876 × 66.77 (constant) = 106 (Years before present)  

 

Wherever possible an average measurement was taken from as many sides and 

locations as visually available from an individual specimen unless the measurements were 

more than 0.4 μm, at which time it was assumed to be two separate cultural data points. 

Measurements were rounded to the nearest hundredth of a micron. Digital photos were saved 

in a .tiff file format for further scrutiny, in addition to the slides themselves, which were 

labeled and filed. The software allows for the option to save the photomicrographs as .tiff 

files, set as a default, but also readily allows for the saving and conversion of 

photomicrographs in a jpeg or several other common digital photographic formats. The 

measurements and the recording of data were checked by Dr. Glenn Russell throughout the 

entire process during the months of October through December of 2007. The hydration rind 

measurements and all relative data are detailed in Appendix E. 

One of the difficulties encountered was in sawing a slice from a piece of obsidian that 

was too small to hold with the fingers and remain a comfortable distance from the rapidly 

rotating diamond saw blade. The pieces that were too small (measuring significantly less than 

1cm2) to hold with bare hands or with any mechanical device were subjected to nearly total 

destruction having only saved the slide sample with the remaining edges ground away. When 

a fragment of obsidian was too small to cut out a cross section, I used the outermost edge of 

the diamond saw to grind two edges of the obsidian flake, leaving only a remaining cross 
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section, having ground away the rest of the flake. The remaining cross section was applied to 

the slide and ground down to a 2 μm thin sample as stated in detail above. 

Although a geochemical sourcing analysis was not performed on all of the samples, I 

am assuming at this point that the majority of the debitage and utilized flake fragments that 

have undergone hydration analysis are from Obsidian Butte. Richard E. Hughes and Delbert 

L. True (1985) published an article on the distribution of obsidians in San Diego County and 

demonstrated that Obsidian Butte obsidians are “the dominant glass in archaeological 

collections in the area.” However The Coso Hot Springs glasses “occur more frequently at 

sites near the Pacific Coast than at sites in the interior.” Based on this knowledge, together 

with the random samples of geochemical analyses that have been completed, I am basing all 

of the obsidian hydration samples on the assumption that all samples are from the Obsidian 

Butte source. 

 It is logical to assume that using the Obsidian Butte hydration rates it would make 

little difference in the overall scheme. As I have no radiometric dates in direct association 

with the obsidian, I can relate all measurements against each other to suggest that the thinnest 

hydration rind represents a historic (ca 1901) component. Through the construction of a 

histogram, we can observe the relationship of the least hydrated sample as being 

representative of the most recent (historic) occupation, to the deepest rind penetration being 

representative of the oldest. Any gaps or missing measurements would represent non-

occupation of the site, or that no obsidian was deposited where excavations occurred 

during those relative dates, or that the availability of obsidian was interrupted. When 

entertaining the thought of intermittent lake stands of Lake Cahuilla, a gap in measurements 

could represent non-availability due to a submerged Obsidian Butte source quarry. 

FLAKED STONE TOOL ANALYSIS 
 The use of flaked stone artifacts is ubiquitous in archaeological collections. By 

analyzing the various attributes of the stone raw materials, the tools derived from them, and 

the presence or absence of other attributes, we are able to develop theories pertaining to the 

people and cultures that developed and used them. The analyses used here focus on projectile 

points, the materials from which they are made, and the styles and technologies as they 

changed over time.  
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A significant population of artifacts is required in order to perform a statistical 

analysis of the projectile points. The late prehistoric component of the Lost Valley collection 

presented an adequate number of comparable artifacts. Since two basic styles were 

represented and many diverse materials, it was apparent that only certain options were 

available. During the excavations, I observed that the white quartz points were rarely notched 

as opposed to higher quality cryptocrystalline materials. Knowing this, I viewed the materials 

in two categories as well. The white quartz as one category, and other higher quality 

cryptocrystalline materials as the “other.”  I constructed a two by two table chi square 

analysis to the data to visualize the variables in table and chart form through the SPSS® 

computer program that is made available through the SDSU server. SPSS is a Data Analysis 

computer program, which includes comprehensive statistics software. The data is easily 

transferable to Microsoft Word or Excel files. The chi square numerical results that I 

obtained through the SPSS software was duplicated into an Excel file to produce the graphs 

and charts used in this thesis. 

I performed the chi square analysis in the data analysis lab at SDSU from the original 

Lost Valley database stored on the local PC in the archaeological lab. I also saved the entire 

database into a Microsoft Excel file, which I saved on a CD and also on my personal PC hard 

drive. Certain recoding was requisite to make the transformation, which I performed at home.  

The main reason for transferring the data into Microsoft software applications was to 

have it available at home and for use on my personal laptop PC, but also for saving as a back-

up source of the entire Lost Valley Collection data. This back-up maneuver ended up being a 

huge benefit since now it is the only surviving data. At some point between the final entry of 

the data and the start of my thesis writing, the lab computer was changed out and up-graded. 

All of the data – the entire Lost Valley Collection that was stored in the old machine in SPSS 

format – is now gone except for the saved SPSS CD, and the Excel data on CD and the 

Laptop PC hard drive. 

DEBITAGE ANALYSIS 
 Flaked stone tools are made from naturally occurring lithic raw materials by a process 

of controlled fracturing. This action creates waste materials in a distinct place in time and 
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space that can theoretically be recreated. Debitage is produced throughout the reduction 

process of manufacturing a flaked stone artifact.  

The goal of a lithic debitage analysis as defined by George H. Odell  “is to understand 

the processes of tool production in a prehistoric society by studying the debris that results 

from lithic reduction” (2000). There have been various tests and analysis methods designed 

to determine how the waste flakes came to be when removed them from the core. These 

analyses have always proven to be tedious tasks because of the variety of forms the debitage 

take. There are an infinite number of sizes, shapes, and physical attributes present in these 

collections, making divisions among the variants seem mostly arbitrary. If the debitage 

collection presents a homogenous and continuous spectrum from the smallest piece that the 

sifting screen held back, to the largest unused stone flake, what do the divisions tell us? If we 

cannot positively identify distinct attributes to their relative causal actions, the analysis is 

meaningless drivel.  

Most lithic debitage analyses thus far have dealt with the higher quality, and 

predictable cryptocrystalline materials. This study, however, is forced to focus mainly on the 

white quartz commonly found in pegmatite and quartz dikes throughout the peninsular ranges 

of granitic batholithic and plutonic igneous rocks. White milky quartz is by far the most 

utilized flaked stone material in northeastern San Diego County, specifically the Cupeño 

areas as a whole, where it represent the highest percentage of its artifacts, represented at 94% 

(Dietler 2004).  

 As this collection has been amassed mainly by undergraduates in a learning capacity, 

the experts in identifying the various lithic materials were hard pressed to oversee every 

opportunity to identify the variations in flaked stone raw materials. Even among professional 

archaeologists, agreement to differentiations between cherts, jaspers, flints, and chalcedonies 

remain tenuous, leaving region wide consensus lacking (Ford 1971). There were minute 

quantities of various chalcedonous materials that may have been misidentified, so the 

identification of these may be challenged in the future. When these questionable materials 

became a focus of a particular problem they were reclassified into the more general 

identification, or were not used in the analysis. The quantity of materials that were omitted 

due to this conundrum were minimal, measuring less than 0.1 percent of the component 

classification. 
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William Andrefsky Jr. (1998) refers to quartz lithic materials as either 

microcrystalline or macrocrystalline silica dioxide (SiO2). The microcrystalline or 

cryptocrystalline quartz fractures concoidally and thus was used by humans to a greater 

extent than any other lithic material. It is known by many different names based either on its 

appearance or manner of formation. Chert, chalcedony, flint, jasper, and agate, among other 

terms, are all forms of cryptocrystalline silica dioxide. Macrocrystalline quartz is the form 

familiar to many as the large, showy, six sided transparent crystals that are sometimes tinted 

colors from the presence of trace elements. This form fractures concoidally but is rare when 

compared to the many other forms of SiO2 (Andrefsky 1998). 

Attribute analysis utilizes classic identifiable flake attributes, such as bulbs of 

percussion, striking platforms, elrailure scars, and striations, to identify what stage of 

production produced the particular debitage (Sullivan and Rozen 1985; Rozen and Sullivan 

1989).  

Aggregate analysis typically sorts waste flakes by size using a series of continuously 

smaller sized mesh screens. Large flakes are assumed to be from primary (core) reduction, 

and successively smaller sizes are identified as soft hammer percussion, and even smaller, 

pressure flakes (Andrefsky 1998). This type of analysis has been questioned as to its 

effectiveness of interpretation when differences in flintknapping styles and techniques are 

involved (Andrefsky 2006). The quartz waste material was represented in the form of angular 

debris and small nodules that are likely spent cores.  

This poor quality white quartz appears as a translucent milky white color and seems 

to possess an aggregation of unorganized minute crystalline structures. Milky white quartz is 

mostly composed of many small crystals that formed together in an random array with 

numerous inclusions of fluid water. The better quality quartz crystals are represented by a 

hexagonal structure, a clear or lightly variable colored hue with a high transparency factor. 

The superior crystalline quartz material exhibits concoidal fracture properties facilitating 

predictable knapping. The low quality milky quartz, however, shatters, crumbles, or 

otherwise breaks unpredictably, resulting in increased waste.  

When I questioned several California archaeologists about this material, the most 

common reply was an initial wordless facial expression denoting dread or revulsion followed 

by a supportive “good luck.” I have found a dearth of published information on this subject, 
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thus prompting me to pursue this subject as one focus herein. My research into previously 

published articles on this material yielded an article by Michael S. Bisson (1990), writing 

about a site in Chingola, Zambia, a site with similar geological origins. 

There are few things more discouraging for an archaeologist interested in the study of 
lithic reduction sequences than to be faced with the analysis of an assemblage that is 
made on poor quality quartz (Bisson 1990). 

Attribute analysis was difficult to impossible since the removed white milky quartz 

flakes are seldom found intact due to the numerous inclusions and flaws inherent in the 

material. Typological analysis did not yield results since the classic identifiable attributes, 

such as bulbs of percussion, striking platforms, elrailure scars, and striations, are either 

absent altogether or nearly impossible to detect. Since very few quartz artifacts were notched, 

negligible amounts of notching flakes would be expected, and none were indeed identified.  

Analyses of these cryptocrystalline materials are often performed by identifying flake 

attributes, flake shapes or types, or by separating size categories (aggregate analysis) thus 

determining the method of their individual production. With the type of quartz found 

commonly in sites of Lost Valley these methods pose considerable difficulties. 

Aggregate analysis would not reveal much information either, since there is no large 

difference in size, and commonly a large percussion flake of this material often separates in 

fragments upon impact. Pressure flakes tended to come off in fragments, or in flakes small 

enough to pass through the 1/8” screen. 

Experimental core reduction yielded very similar detritus forms that were angular, 

flat-sided “chips” rather than curved flakes with the common attributes. Fractures in this 

material often followed the many interlocking natural facets, inclusions, or cleavage planes. 

What can be analyzed successfully are the various sources of raw materials present.  

This debitage analysis consists of a quantitative comparison of materials and the 

depths from which they were excavated. A statistical attribute analysis on all materials other 

than the milky quartz would not reveal adequate information since the population quantities 

were insufficient. The milky quartz material component of the debitage is inherently 

fractured to the point where an intact flake is rarely encountered. The milky quartz debitage 

appeared as a spectral continuum of debris, ranging from slightly more than sand grains to 

the spent core. An aggregation analysis would be meaningless unless a reliable size division 

can somehow be ascertained. 
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This situation left me with the opportunity to compare debitage materials numerically 

and to present the debitage materials, quantities, and contexts graphically. I used Microsoft 

Excel to construct the database directly from the SPSS data saved on a CD. From this I 

produced a pie chart to exhibit the comparative overall quantities and a 3-D bar graph to 

show the distribution and differentiation of materials quantitatively. 

An Experiment in Debitage 
 I performed an experiment on milky quartz and its debitage to hopefully discover 

more about the attributes of milky quartz debitage. My questions were many, but included:  

1. Why was this relatively sub-adequate material used to the extent that it was?  

2. Why does this material differ from other cryptocrystalline and chalcedonous materials? 

3. What are the differences in the flintknapping tools and techniques necessary to produce a 
usable product? 

4. Would experimental debitage resemble that which was excavated, using the tools and 
techniques believed to have been used for other materials? 

5.  What other information can experiments disclose about the differences between the finer 
materials and the milky quartz? 

6. Just how much more difficult is it to produce a product from milky quartz? 

Although in this section I claim to have an insider’s knowledge of flint-knapping, I do 

not and of course could not claim to know what ancient peoples thought, knew, or believed 

about the use and manufacture of stone materials, or what they knew of the stone’s physical 

properties. What I mean by the phrase “insider’s knowledge,” I am referring to a flint-

knapper’s knowledge of how certain lithic materials behave, both in the hand and under the 

tool. I do however ponder the act of surviving on, and the making of stone tools while in the 

process of making flaked lithic artifact reproductions as experiments. My whole intent is not 

to produce pretty things, but to reproduce what I see in the archaeological record using the 

same methods and raw materials that that were used in the past.  Having the basic scientific 

education of geology and mineralogy on which to build, added to well over a decade of 

experimentation in lithic technology, I possess only one alternative view of the art. I realize, 

as do all professionals in the anthropological fields, that we cannot place ourselves in the 

lives, experiences and states of knowledge of long past cultures, or for that matter, even 

others in the present. What I am presenting here is my own personal observations and a 
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plausible explanation based on my own experiences with the materials I see present in this 

local environment, and the technology of flint-knapping as I have learned it.  

If a modern flintknapper produces a similar tool to what ancient peoples 

manufactured using similar methods and tools, and produces debitage that resembles the 

debitage that we typically find in the sites we record and analyze “then the tools and debitage 

produced during the experiment should be true replicas of the ancient artifacts produced with 

the same reduction sequence” (Yerkes and Kardulias 1993). 

In his book “Survival Skills of Native California,” Paul Campbell (1999:320-31) 

describes the diversity of techniques applied in this venture, through writings of the earliest 

of anthropologists in the mid to late 1800s and testimony and demonstrations by native 

informants from several different areas in California. One example, Ishi, who gained fame as 

the last Yahi, demonstrated to Alfred Kroeber, (Justice 2002:19; Campbell 1999:320) various 

techniques in the manufacture of flaked stone tools.  

Jeffrey Boudreau (1981) published an article describing his experiments of working 

with quartz. His descriptions parallel what I have experienced on analyzing the Lost Valley 

debitage along with my own backyard creations. His experimental point typology replicated 

the “Squibnocket” series points, which the triangular versions closely resemble the 

cottonwood series of the western U.S. (Boudreau 1981). 

Having perused these among other works, I gained a few “pointers” which allowed 

me to perfect the craft to a finer level of craftsmanship. In a manner of something akin to 

reverse engineering, I have attempted to gain some insight as to what it was like to make a 

living in California before the arrival of Europeans.  In addition to flintknapping and the 

ceramic experiment, covered in a subsequent section, I have also experimented with cordage 

and basketry from local and backyard vegetal sources, and produced ground stone metates, 

manos, mortars, pestles, and other specialty items from a variety of igneous sources. The 

knowledge gained by actually investing the time and effort into the production these 

utilitarian objects, as well as the blisters, calluses, and lacerations suffered, added a new 

dimension of understanding to the phenomena. I may even now have some insight on late 

prehistoric first aid. It is one thing to know the details involved in the technology, but it is 

another altogether different outlook that one gains while experiencing the feel of the stone, 

the sweat dripping from your brow, the smell and taste of the rock dust, and the time 
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investment involved in producing these various artifact replicas. The results of these 

experiments are reported in Chapter 5. 

A Flintknapping Experiment 
 As the excavations and the subsequent lab processing and handling of the collection 

progressed in the years 2002 and 2003, I noticed that the diversity of projectile points 

occurred mainly in two categories, notched and unnotched. I also paid particular attention to 

the various materials that were used. Having practiced flintknapping, I took special notice 

that the unnotched specimens were more likely to be made from a lesser quality material. 

“Lesser quality” is defined here as a material that is less predictable in it’s behavior when 

flaked by percussion or pressure. This is opposed to higher quality materials, such as a 

homogenous obsidian or chert, where a predictable reaction can be relied upon from a precise 

pressure or percussive action.  

It became apparent that a large majority of the projectile point artifacts that were 

manufactured of the “better” lithic materials were notched type styles of projectile points. 

Desert Side Notched Cluster styles were predominant among them (Justice 2002:379-402). 

Conversely, the most abundant material in the collection was the only material commonly 

available locally – milky white quartz. I located a sample of this raw material alongside the 

road leading into the valley on the way out one afternoon and transported it home for 

additional research into the behavior of this material under various methods of lithic 

reduction. In the process of fashioning several usable preforms, I became somewhat adept at 

flaking this mineral. The sample of quartz that I used was nearly identical to that of the 

majority of the artifacts excavated from the above-mentioned sites and generated 

reproductions that could be mistaken for the actual artifacts. To test my hypothesis that this 

material was not conducive to notching, I attempted to produce several Desert Side Notched 

points and found it extremely likely that the notch would be just barely a notch, more akin to 

a recess, or would break the perform and render it useless. The only notching that was 

successful was in reality not a notch per se, but a mere indentation, which upon applying a 

slight grinding to dull the edge of the indentation, would adequately serve as a hafting 

location, but I would have difficulty maintaining that this should be considered a “true notch” 

in the literal and stylistic sense of the word.  
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I proceeded to test the alternatives to notching and soon efficiently produced several 

un-notched points identical to the many samples collected from the excavation in the various 

forms of Western Triangular Series (Justice 2002:367-78). With well over ten years of 

experimenting with a host of lithic materials, I found that this milky quartz example was 

miserable at best, compared to high-grade obsidian, but with adequate practice one could 

become increasingly familiar with the diverse properties of, and the myriad of variability in 

the quality of quartz and produce adequate lithic tools. 

CERAMICS 
 The presence of ceramic sherds immediately gives us a reliable time frame of 

occupation in the more recent time frame of the late prehistoric. The clays that make up the 

different visually distinctive ceramic components of a site may tell us of exchange patterns 

and relationships with neighboring peoples as well. 

 Tizon Brown Ware, a red-brown ceramic with a quartz sand temper and no slip, 

commonly occurs in late prehistoric sites throughout San Diego County. It would be 

expected that this form would make up a large percentage, if not all, of the ceramic sherds in 

local sites.  

 A detailed and in depth analysis of the ceramic component of this collection is not 

within the scope of this work. I did not delve deep into a ceramic typology or material 

analysis but only report what was observed by a non-specialist, as the ceramic materials were 

excavated, sorted, cataloged, and curated. Kayleen Fleming reported that Tizon Brown Ware 

was the predominant ceramic material in CA-SDI-2508, and other ceramic types present 

were sherds of Tumco Buff, Salton Brown, and Lower Colorado Buff, as identified by Jerry 

Schaefer PhD of ASM Affiliates (Flemming1999).  

 In this project I only report on two observations from the Bog Site, that will provide 

additional knowledge concerning this collection that will show additional ceramic 

information to the Lost valley collection from that previously reported in Flemming’s 1999 

Thesis of excavations on the Leaning Pines Site (CA-SDI-2508), located just across the road 

from the Bog Site (CA-SDI-2506). These observations will be discussed in the results 

section, with the intent to spur another graduate student, whose interest lies specifically in the 

realm of ceramic studies, to perform this much needed addition to the archaeological record 
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of Lost Valley. I have noted most of the obvious and some subtle attributes observed while 

handling the collection, and itemize them in detail in the results chapter (Chapter 5). 

GROUNDSTONE 

Milling Stones 
 The groundstone artifacts that are identified as being used for milling or food 

processing tools, by far were the weightiest component of the collection. Numerous cobble-

sized, shaped and unshaped manos were present and many fragments of metates were 

discovered, scattered throughout the sites. Several pestles were noted, making sense of the 

numerous bedrock mortar features located throughout the valley and specifically within the 

Bog Site at its northern edge. These artifacts are not the focus of the work, but I felt 

compelled to report specific details on a few distinct noteworthy artifacts that I thought were 

important, and that provide new knowledge pertinent to Cupeño archaeology. A more 

detailed report of groundstone was previously compiled by Kaylene Flemming (1999) in her 

master’s thesis, and with only specific, and noteworthy instances I will show additional data. 

Shaped Groundstone Implements 
 Other tools identified in this work were digging-stick weights or “doughnut stones”, 

and arrowshaft straighteners. These will be discussed in detail in the results chapter 

concerning their specific attributes. A detailed qualitative or quantitative analysis is not the 

focus of this project.  I am only reporting observations gleaned from excavation and 

laboratory processing activities.  

Doughnut stones have been conclusively identified as digging stick weights and are 

ubiquitous throughout southern coastal California and the Channel Islands.  

The successful test-use of heated grooved stones, identified ethnographically as 

arrowshaft straighteners, has been aptly demonstrated through experimentation by Cosner 

(1951). Costner describes the use of the arrowshaft straightener by heating the stone to the 

point where the arrow shaft lightly smokes upon contact with the stone. The application of 

heat both softens the cellular structure of the plant fibers as well as any residual pitch, which 

allows for ease of bending without breakage. Direct heating of the shaft was applied to some 

materials also in the form of baking over mesquite coals and also by submersing in boiling 
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water (Cosner 1951). The slot or groove on the stone both applies heat to a portion of the 

circumference of the shaft’s surface and allows for leverage in bending the shaft at a given 

point to straighten out inherent bends, and/or flatten surface bumps. A smooth straight arrow-

shaft eases the smooth release of the arrow across the bow. When cooled in the desired 

position the cellular structure of the arrowshaft retains much of the re-formed and desired 

shape. 

Ethnological reports from nearby groups have identified these artifacts for the same 

purposes using identical and similar arrowshaft materials.  John P. Harrington reports the 

preference of steatite for the manufacture of arrowshaft straighteners by the Juaneño at the 

San Juan Capistrano Mission in Boscana’s Chinigchinich (Boscana et al. 1978:172), and 

Kroeber (1925:531) describes and exhibits several variations used by the Cahuilla and the 

Diegueño among others. Most of these examples are decorated with variations of incised 

parallel and crossed lines. Several examples have also been exhibited and described in 

archaeological collections and in archaeological reports of neighboring groups such as the 

Luiseño (True et al. 1991) and within the Cuyamaca Complex (True 1970). 

The arrowshaft straighteners in this report were researched using published reports, 

were measured, weighed, and photographed. They were not compared with existing local 

collections or subjected to any in-depth analyses. 

Body Adornment Artifacts 
 Items of physical body adornment were present in only a few examples. One as a 

zoomorph, and two as pendants, and all featured a biconical drilled hole for possible 

attachment with cordage. These artifacts are extremely interesting and hold as yet unknown 

scientific information. A brief comparative analysis was performed by way of a literature 

search for similar specimens in published reports. I did not compare these with other artifacts 

in local collections, but at some future point in time this should be performed. These 

specimens are thoroughly described, photographed, measured, and displayed in the results 

chapter. 

OTHER STONE 
 Several other types of mineral and stone artifacts that lie within this broad category 

are reported in the results section pertaining to their unique qualities, and how these 
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particular items draw a picture of Cupeño life, with relations to prior studies of neighboring 

cultures, historic ethnographic accounts, or any other relationships leading to relative 

hypotheses and/or theories. An in-depth statistical analysis of this category of artifacts was 

not the goal of this thesis, but I felt the need to briefly report on them for their scientific and 

cultural value, and also in the hopes that it will spawn further research on this collection by 

other graduate students in the pursuit of an advanced degree.  

 In this report, I show one example of a tourmaline crystal that seemed to have a 

purposely-shaped end. This specimen has been measured, weighed, and photographed and 

appears in the results Chapter 5. 

 Other materials in this category are merely reported as present and the details as far as 

context and quantities are contained in the Raw Data in Appendix F. 
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CHAPTER 5 

RESULTS OF ANALYSES 

 My involvement in this project began in 2002 through the field school excavation 

activities. At the end of the field season, my wife, Victoria Kline, and I brought the excavated 

materials into the lab for processing, and repeated the process in 2003. The results of our 

laboratory efforts were combined with activities and subsequent analyses performed during 

and after the curation processes. Additionally, activities and discoveries resulting after the 

presentation of Flemming’s 1999 thesis are also included. These results report on all 

categories of archaeological evidence with particular foci on the lithic tools, materials, and 

the debitage and what this tells us of the prehistoric occupational sequences of Lost Valley. 

FLAKED STONE ARTIFACTS 

Tools 
 A diverse variety of flaked stone tools were excavated from the Lost Valley field 

school project over seven years of activity. The smaller tools were made from white milky 

quartz, obsidian, or other high quality cryptocrystalline silicates, while the larger, heavier 

tools identified as choppers or scrapers were more likely made from quartzite, the diverse 

metavolcanic materials, or the various Santiago Peak volcanics. The vast majority of the 

smaller tools were found in a fragmented state.  

 There were surprisingly few utilized flakes recorded in the database in relation to the 

size of the collection and the number of units excavated. As demonstrated in Table 5, there 

were only 122 total flake stone tools, variously identified as scrapers, choppers, edge 

modified flakes, or utilized flakes. The numbers of these that were made from the various 

raw materials seem consistent with the material types found in other artifact categories of 

chipped stone.  

Further study of flaked stone tools was not pursued in this work.  Before an in-depth 

research project can be applied, the artifacts should be separated and re-categorized on 

stricter criteria. The artifacts were all collected by undergraduates, or graduate students, 
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Table 5. Flaked Stone Tool Quantities by Raw Material 

  TOOLS 

  

Edge 
Modified 
Flakes 

Choppers Scrapers
Utilized 
Flakes 

Total

Quartzite 32 6 2 4 44 

Quartz  30 5 0 22 57 

Obsidian 4 0 0 4 8 

Meta-Volcanic 2 0 0 2 4 

Chert 3 0 0 2 5 

Granite 1 1 0 0 2 

Schist 1 0 0 1 2 

M
A
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Total 73 12 2 35 122 

 

many who were involved in their first field experience. Some of the sub-categories in the 

database seem to overlap. This was likely caused by the difference in individuals’ 

observations and the vagueness of some sub-categorical criteria.  Additionally, re-evaluation 

of the raw material identifications should be conducted, as some students most likely have 

classified materials differently.  

Kayleen Fleming (1999) reported on the flaked stone tools that were specifically 

within the site CA-SDI-2508, and her findings compare consistently with the additional 

materials from the sites around Shingle Spring that were the source of the Lost Valley 

collection of excavated materials. 

Diagnostic Projectile Points 
 Generally, Paleoindian types of projectile points are hypothesized to have been used 

with a thrusting spear. Prior to the 2002 excavations, no Paleoindian component had been 

identified from sites in Lost Valley. Archaic occupations typically consist of medium sized 

projectile points that were used with the atlatl, a throwing apparatus, designed to lengthen the 

thrusting motion of the arm. Two previous examples of possible archaic forms were 
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 presented in the Wiatava report from nearby site VS-766B, located approximately 3,600 feet 

(1097 m.) south southwest from Shingle Spring. Both specimens were excavated from shovel 

test pits (Pigniolo 1998: 99-101). The first of these examples is described as a large obsidian 

biface tip that was leaf shaped and from a source other than Obsidian Butte. The source at 

Obsidian Butte is known to have been available to prehistoric procurement at intermittent 

times due to the fluctuating lake levels (Dowd 1960; Downs and Woodward 1961; Wilke 

1978; Waters 1981, 1983).  

The second example is a large quartz biface suggestive of a leaf-shaped form. The 

size of these two specimens suggests that they were more likely used as dart points (Pigniolo 

1998: 99-101). Sources other than Obsidian Butte “were typically used during earlier 

periods” because the increased depth of Lake Cahuilla would have resulted in the Obsidian 

Butte quarry being submerged and therefore inaccessible (Pigniolo 1998:101). Late 

prehistoric projectile points, or arrow points, commonly were significantly smaller and 

thinner, and were normally hafted to a lightweight, fletched arrowshaft, for use with a bow. It 

is possible that the technologies discussed above, briefly overlapped in time and across 

space. 

PALEOINDIAN 
 The earliest known human occupations in North America are known as the 

Paleoindian period, spanning from the earliest known human presence, which may go back 

some 13,000 years ago or more, to around 8,000 years ago. Sites from these periods yield 

fluted points of which the classic Clovis and Folsom styles are representative. These points 

are thought to have been hafted to wooden spears with cordage or sinew, and used in a 

thrusting motion. It has also been proposed that some of these fluted points show evidence of 

use as a knife, or as a multifunction tool (Rondeau 2006) (Appendix D). These artifacts seem 

to span different times over a wide territory, for example the Great Basin province yields 

slightly different examples over different times than does the Great Plains. The California 

situation differs significantly as well. Judith A. Willig (1991) introduced the concept of a 

“Western Variant” Clovis. Willig presents this notion as not necessarily morphologically 

distinct, but variant in a geographical and temporal paradigm, separating these from the 

“classic” Great Plains Paleoindian sites. Robson Bonnichesen (1991) points out that no 
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absolute dates exist on this western variant.  Although Paleoindian artifacts are rarely found 

in buried sediments in California, those that have appear to exhibit slightly altered attributes. 

The record of Paleoindian artifacts is also blurred from incomplete and dated literature and 

overstated counts (Rondeau 2006).  

Fluted points are a rare component in any site, but even more so in southern 

California. There have only been two reports of Paleoindian fluted points surfacing in San 

Diego County ostensibly underscoring this anomalous phenomenon. Additionally, Hyland 

and Gutiérrez (1995) document that only two fluted points have thus far been identified in 

the whole length of the Baja California peninsula. They announced the discovery of one 

specimen that was found in an existing collection that had been curated since the mid 1950s. 

They further point out that of these two rarities, sadly only one is available for analysis, as 

the other has been lost. It was not immediately collected due to legal restrictions, and was 

neither photographed nor sketched for documentation, and was not relocated upon returning 

to the site. This particular example is described as a basal section that appears to have been 

broken during use. It had additional flakes removed along the base and along the proximal 

portion of both blades after its successful fluting, and exhibits basal grinding. 

The excavations of Lost Valley in 2002 unearthed what appeared to be a fluted point 

(Figure 7). The unit from which the fluted point was excavated reached bedrock at between 

1 m. in the northwest corner and 130 cm. in the southeast corner where the only other 

evidence found at that depth was a feature consisting of a grouped collection of gneiss-schist 

cobbles, two of which may be cores (see Figure 15, on page 92), and from which, large 

flakes appear to have been removed. This depth reflects one line of evidence relative to the 

artifacts antiquity. Although bioturbation seems to be a problem with recording a visible 

stratification, the soil changed perceptibly with depth. The soil gradually became 

increasingly sandy and sterile with depth. 

 The fluted point was discovered not in situ, but nearly so. The unit under excavation 

had yielded several 10 cm levels with no cultural materials under the trowel and dustpan so 

the methods were altered to a flat shovel tossing the matrix soil up and into a ¼ inch mesh 

screen, where before we were screening through a 1/8 inch screen in all units. The sandy 

matrix at these lower levels was being shoveled into the screen at such a rate that an entire 

shovel-full of sand would pass unabated through the screen with little more than a single  
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Figure 7. The Lost Valley fluted point, obsidian. 
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shake. The instant the fluted point was heaved into the screen, all activities stopped as a 

telltale scream-like shout heralded the find. Instantly Dr. Leach inquired as to exactly where 

the last shovel-full of soil originated to effectively pinpoint the provenience as close as 

possible. Before another iota of work was accomplished, all focus on the site was directed at 

this spot. Soil samples, column samples, and several small nodules of charcoal were collected 

from within or near the 100 cm level. 

A feature consisting of a group of four gneiss/schist cobbles within this level and unit 

was photographed in situ, and collected. These specimens appear to be cores with flakes 

removed from multiple sides. No flakes of this material were present nearby or within the 

entire collection.  

We were unable to discern the point’s raw material until somewhat later when an 

unfortunate collection incident caused a small chip to become separated from the basal edge. 

The accidental incident revealed a newly exposed surface making it clear that the artifact was 

crafted from black glassy obsidian. The small fragment was saved for further analysis. 

When an object of this rarity and presumed antiquity is discovered, it is requisite that 

a plan of research is immediately imposed. This action did not occur with immediate vigor, 

because of certain unavoidable circumstances, the implementation of a plan was delayed 

until this thesis research geared up in early in 2006.  

Follow up research was planned to perform any non-destructive tests first to learn as 

much as possible about its age and origins. We immediately knew from the fluted side of the 

specimen that its affiliation with the Paleoindian period was likely but we assumed the 

obsidian raw material originated from either Obsidian Butte or the Coso complex of 

obsidians to the north. 

Obsidian Butte would possibly have been underwater at the time, depending on the  early 

cyclical course actions of the Colorado River delta, and I anticipated that we would learn 

something new here. Before implementing a plan of research into the specimen, I delivered a 

presentation to the Society for California Archaeology (SCA) in Ventura, California with the 

intent to acquire as much input from the many working professionals present, before trudging 

on with my own plan. Luckily, I was received with many gracious offers to perform analyses. 

The Lost Valley fluted point has been subjected to an intense research agenda thus far and 
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has contributed significant new information. Several analyses were applied to this specimen 

as explained previously in the methods chapter, the results of which are reported below: 

  Richard Hughes conducted a geochemical analysis on the fluted point, which 

indicated that the artifact’s raw material was from a quarry near Mammoth Lakes, California, 

over 350 air-miles distant. It was geochemically sourced through wavelength dispersive x-ray 

fluorescence analysis as a positive match with Lookout Mountain of the Casa Diablo 

Complex of obsidians (Hughes 2006) (see Appendix B). The Casa Diablo source complex is 

actually three local sources with a slightly different trace element composition. The Lookout 

Mountain quarries are the northernmost distinct source, while Sawmill Ridge is located just 1 

to 2 miles (1.6 to 3.2 km) south, and the Prospect Ridge source is located about 3 miles (4.8 

km) southeast of the Lookout Mountain quarries (see Hughes 1994). 

The next phase of research was a blood protein analysis. I sent the point to Dr. Linda 

Scott Cummings at the Paleoresearch Institute in Golden, Colorado for this test. Katherine 

Puseman and Jaime Dexter performed the procedure, using the cross over 

immunoelectrophoresis method (CIEP). The specimen tested positive for Cervidae, one of 

the families of browsing herbivores that includes deer, elk, and moose. Results identified in 

CIEP are limited to the animal’s family level. Species that are related relatively close will 

have common serum proteins. Some cross-reactions will occur between closely related 

species and sometimes between distantly related animals (Puseman and Dexter 2006) (see 

Appendix A). 

This information suggests a theoretical application of the Far Western Prearchaic 

model of subsistence rather than the Paleoindian big game hunter model applicable to the 

Great Plains (Elston and Zeanah 2002). This model is based on a behavioral ecology 

theoretical approach for an early Holocene or Pleistocene Holocene transitional period. 

According to Robert G. Elston and David W. Zeanah, this situation would fit into men’s 

“high variance foraging behavior”, and would be expected to be found in valley piedmonts 

and passes. Lost Valley is a mountain valley located at an intersection of mountain passes 

leading between the low desert floor near Borrego Springs and the inland valley of Warner 

Springs and Lake Henshaw. 

The next phase of this project was a technological analysis of the point. Mike 

Rondeau conducted this analysis, and determined that this fluted point is indeed of 
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Paleoindian origin, and has identified the chronology of events in the production and use of 

this specimen.  He determined that it is of Paleoindian origin by identifying five specific 

traits that are consistent with Paleoindian biface point technology. First, there are several 

flakes along the blade edge that cross the midline that are attributable to a Paleoindian time 

frame. Second, the remnants of two individual step scars were identified as a collapsed 

platform that represents a failed attempt at fluting the reverse side near the basal margin. The 

third attribute is a series of elements that suggest that this artifact may have once been a part 

of a larger biface. These include general thickness and the lateral margins that diverge at the 

base. The point also has biface thinning scars, three of which cross the midline and two 

others that just reach the midline. These scars are consistent with known Clovis era 

technology of overshot and nearly overshot biface thinning flake scars. And finally, the 

channel flute scar, ending in a feather termination, and a parallel flute guide scar, clearly 

denote the Paleoamerican origin of this specimen (Rondeau 2006) (see Appendix C). 

LARGE PROJECTILE POINTS 
 Archaic temporal occupations are commonly identified by the presence of Elko series 

projectile points, or large leaf-shaped biface points. Elko points commonly show remarkable 

variation in shape and are at times difficult to define into a single typology. Projectile point 

typologies often exhibit a diverse array of variations on a single theme or typological 

designation. Several researchers have suggested that these variations in morphology resulted 

from either procedural artistic modes or conceptual artistic modes. Flenniken and Raymond 

(1986) tested a theory contrasting the Elko series nomenclature as it has been typologized 

into roughly two variations, the corner notched, and the eared varieties. Additionally these 

two subdivisions are marked by a distinct variation in length and concavity of blade edge. 

The authors, believing a “last mode or activity” morphological determination, offered an 

explanation to address the variation in styles within this typological designation. Lithic 

reduction technical analysis demonstrated that projectile points were continuously used, they 

were lost, found any number of years later and salvaged, then re-sharpened and reshaped 

throughout their effective use life (Rondeau 1997). 

Pigniolo et al. suggested that an Early Archaic component is present in Lost Valley. 

He based this on artifacts and extensive site depth (Pigniolo 1998) and associated artifactual 
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evidence from the prior Bleitz and Porcasi (1991) survey. Two large biface artifacts were 

identified in The Wiatava Report. Pigniolo et al. reported on one obsidian biface that is likely 

an archaic preform from its large size, it is sufficiently larger than one would expect for an 

arrow point and it was probably intended for use as a leaf shaped dart point. It was recovered 

from the 0-10 cm level of a shovel test pit from the site VS-766B-18. He described it as an 

incomplete bifacial tip that probably was not from Obsidian Butte. The other biface 

represents an earlier occupation. It is described as a large quartz biface preform. This preform 

is also of sufficient size to surmise that it was intended to become a large leaf shaped point 

(Pigniolo et al. 1998).  

There have been two examples that point to an archaic presence from the recent 

excavations in Lost Valley, demonstrated by the presence of Elko series projectile points. 

Two Elko Series points were excavated from CA-SDI-2506, and both are apparently made 

from the local white, milky quartz. These points are notched in the “Elko Series” method but 

as we have seen in the late prehistoric points of this material, the notches are significantly 

shallower than normal Elko specimens made from other materials (Figure 8). The tips are 

missing, as are large portions of the bases of both examples. Both artifacts are very thick 

relative to their length and width dimensions. The example on the left measures 0.8 cm. thick 

and weighs 2.3 grams, while the specimen on the right measures 0.4 cm. at its thickest point, 

and weighs 1.29 grams. The weights and sizes are substantially greater than any of the 

specimens included in the late prehistoric assemblage, suggesting that they were used as 

heavier dart points in conjunction with an atlatl during the archaic (Pigniolo et al. 1998; 

Bleitz and Porcasi 1991). 

LATE  PREHISTORIC 
Projectile points that are typically found in late prehistoric sites in San Diego County 

and throughout southern California and are classified by Noel T. Justice (2002) as Western 

Triangular Cluster, include the Cottonwood Triangular type that is recognized by its small 

size and un-notched blade edges. These points were used as tips for arrows. Within this 

designation, there is immense variation. Justice splits this variation into many sub types, 

many of which are contemporaneous and found in widespread and overlapping regions. Base 
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Figure 8. Large projectile points. Possible Elko eared or corner notched. Tips and 
bases appear to be missing. 

 

shape is slightly convex, to straight, to deeply concave. Their overall shape varies 

considerably from equilateral, to isosceles triangles, and may exhibit excurvate, straight, or 

slightly incurvate blade edges (Justice 2002).  

Desert Side Notched Cluster types are another style recognizable as late prehistoric 

time markers. These are small, triangular points, but with notches on their proximal blade 

edges. The variety of sizes and details among these types are almost as great as the 

Cottonwood varieties. They occasionally exhibit serrated blade edges (Justice 2002).  

The projectile point assemblage from Lost Valley, specific to the late prehistoric era, 

was substantive and varied enough to apply statistic analysis comparing the raw material 

types and stylistic attributes. While the excavations were underway, I noticed a strong 

tendency for white, milky quartz points to be of the un-notched Cottonwood style, while 
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other cryptocrystalline silicates that flake more predictably were more likely to be 

represented in the Desert Side Notched style. The late prehistoric period of occupation left a 

large number of complete diagnostic projectile points manufactured from a variety of lithic 

raw materials. The majority of the lithic artifacts are represented here by the white, milky 

quartz material as would be expected since it is the only material found locally in quantities 

sufficient to support a lithic technology. A small number of uncommonly used lithic 

materials were present. These include a metamorphosed mudstone and slate shaped into a 

triangular un-notched projectile point. The fact that these materials were used to the large 

extent that they were suggests that higher quality materials were more difficult to acquire and 

that superior materials only appeared through trade from outside sources. 

The projectile points that were made from white, milky quartz were categorized along 

with other lesser quality lithic raw materials, such as basalt, meta-sedimentary and meta-

volcanic materials. These lithic materials are represented in primarily Cottonwood triangular 

series points (Figure 9), while the better quality materials such as obsidian and chert, occur 

more often in the formal style of Desert Side Notched Series points (Figure 10). 

Most projectile points of the minimal quality materials that were notched, appeared to 

have been notched in such a way as to be just a slight indention of the blade edge, and not 

really a formal notch per se. This form may have been added only as an attempt to facilitate 

hafting after the projectile point was completed. Figure 11 exhibits the notching spectrum of 

quartz projectile points from finely notched to rudimentary notches. This abbreviated form of 

notching would have been sufficient to eliminate a sharp edge so as to not sever the cordage 

hafting material, and to hold the point in place, but would appear as what Andrefsky (2001) 

terms an “informal” type. This was also true for some of the other less predictable lithic 

materials. Those of lesser quality, such as the aforementioned slate/mudstone material were 

also not notched. 

When examining the diagnostic points, including all materials shown on a chi square 

table and graph, it is evident that projectile points of a lesser quality lithic material were not 

as likely to be notched, while other more predictable, higher quality materials were more 

likely to be notched (Figures 12, p 80) and Table 6, p.81). The chi square test statistic for 

significance of the un-notched late prehistoric projectile points made of minimal quality lithic 

materials, as compared to those that are notched and made from optimum quality lithic raw 
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materials show that this occurrence is not a random phenomenon. The test shows a direct 

correlation between raw material and style as is exemplified in Figure 12. 

When considering the quality of raw materials and the likelihood of breakage when 

attempting to apply a notch to the finished point, the points made from the minimal quality 

materials were almost always un-notched, and never deeply notched. Conversely, most 

notched projectile points of optimal quality lithic raw materials were in fact distinctly well 

notched. 

The Lost Valley late period projectile point assemblage strongly parallels the pattern 

suggested by William Andrefsky (1994) that the locally available, poor quality material has 

been found to be shaped into “informal tools” or tools that have undergone “little to no 

[extra] effort” in their manufacture. Most informal tools are made from the more commonly 

available and poor quality milky quartz and other minimal quality materials such as slate. 

While the “formal tools” are composed of optimum quality materials such as chert and 

obsidian, which were imported from outside the ethnographic territory of the Cupeño people 

as identified by Kroeber (1925), and Strong (1929). Obsidian is one of the optimum materials 

for the production of a finely worked, precision projectile point. This volcanic glass is much 

like modern window glass in the way it behaves when put to stress. There are numerous ways 

to apply stress pressure to predictably shape this material into the desired form. Chert, flint, 

or chalcedonous silicates are also prime mineral materials that are capable of highly 

predictable concoidal fracture, but are also significantly harder. Chert, flint, and jasper are 

classified by geologists as an alternate form of quartz and likewise reflect its Mohs hardness 

of 7.0 as shown in Table 4 (AGI 2003:55-6; Thompson 1998:46). 

The application of notches along the proximal blade edge and on the central base, as 

in the Desert Side Notched series points, require less effort and pressure when obsidian is 

used. As for chert or other similar chalcedonous materials, the pressure needed to apply 

notching is increased, but the reliability of success without accidental breakage is sufficiently 

less than with the white quartz material. Chalcedonous materials may also have been heat 

treated to lower the Mohs hardness measurement to a hardness factor measurably closer to 

that of obsidian. Even so, the chalcedonous materials are more homogenous with less 

inclusions or flaws than in the quartz. 
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Figure 9. Typical un-notched quartz projectile points. 

Figure 10. Typical notched projectile points. 
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All late period prehistoric projectile points discussed in this portion of my thesis are 

associated with the Cupeño People who were believed to have come into this area around 

A.D. 900 (Rogers 1945:168-170). Of these classificatory projectile points, Noel Justice 

(2002:367-401) has identified two distinct style-type categories that pertain to this study. The 

Western Triangular Cluster, with the sub-categories termed Cottonwood Triangular, Bull 

Creek, and Canaliño Triangular, and the Desert Side Notched Cluster, a highly variable 

designation with many variable forms that are not all relevant to this particular study. The 

main theme on which I wish to focus is the act of applying a side notch to the point’s 

proximal blade edge. All of the late prehistoric notched points in this collection are small  

triangular points similar to the Western Triangular Cluster examples, but with opposing 

notches on either side of the proximal blade edge, as identified by Noel Justice (2002:379). 

The sub-category - Desert Side Notched features a variable basal form. Some have a centered 

basal notch and are designated Sierra Side Notched, and some of the specimens exhibit a 

deeply concave base along with side notches categorized as Delta Side Notched (Justice 

2002:380-83). Figure 9 shows a representative sample of the side notched projectile points in 

the Lost Valley collection. Justice also suggests that many triangular projectile points may 

have been mistaken for desert side notched preforms and that the processes for 

manufacturing them are very similar. Hafting for both cottonwood and desert side notched 

points was evidenced by a few examples that appeared to be similar, with possibly more 

emphasis on fore-shaft-to-basal wrapping and additional wraps covering a significantly larger 

portion of the blade edge in a crisscross fashion (Justice 2002:367-68). 

 To separate the nominal variable of material into two distinct categories, the quartz 

points were separated into two categories, crystal quartz being an optimal quality material 

and milky quartz a minimal quality material. Jasper, chert, and obsidian were placed into the 

optimal category and schist/mudstone material along with the basalt, quartzite, and 

metavolcanic materials were combined in the minimal quality category. This made the data 

comparable in a two-by-two, cross tabulation table, (nominal, bivariate analysis) or chi-

square statistic analysis as shown in Tables 6 and 7. 

The chi square analysis shows that the projectile points are not randomly distributed, 

and supports the conclusion that I have introduced, that formal (notched) projectile points 

were more likely to be made from optimum quality raw materials that were imported from 
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Figure 11. Notched quartz projectile points. Bottom row are made from clear crystal quartz.
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Comparison of Late Prehistoric Projectile Points: Quality of 
Raw Material and Style-Types (Quantity) N=250
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Figure 12. Comparison of lithic raw materials to styles of arrow points in the Lost Valley collection. 
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Table 6. Frequency Tables Showing the Raw Material of 
Artifacts Compared to Projectile Point Style Types 

 

Quality of Lithic Raw Material 
   

 Frequency Percent 

Minimal Quality Material 212 84.8% 

Optimal Quality Material 38 15.2% 

Total 250 100% 
   

   

Style Type: Notched or Un-notched 
   

 Frequency Percent 

Notched 216 86.4% 

Un-notched 34 13.6% 

Total 250 100% 

 

outside the Cupeño ethnographic territory than the local poorer quality materials. Conversely, 

the analysis also shows that non-formal (un-notched) projectile points were more likely to be 

made from minimal quality and locally obtained materials. 

Experimental Results 
My first exposure to archaeology spawned an interest in flintknapping and I 

immediately took up the art as both a hobby, but more so for the insider’s knowledge of how 

the various lithic materials behave under differing applications of force applied to them. I 

learned mostly by doing, but also by the observation of other flintknappers. My particular 

interest was focused on the usages of locally available materials, both lithic raw materials, 

and knapping tool materials.  
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Table 7. Results of Chi Square Tests for Points by Material Type. Computed for a 2x2 Table 
                                                                       

Chi-square Tests 

  Value 
Degrees of 
Freedom 

Asymptotic 
Significance 

Exact Significance 
(2 sided) 

Exact Significance 
(1 sided) 

Pearson Chi-square 25.53 * 1 0   

Likelihood Ratio 19.93  0   

Fisher's Exact Test    0 0 

N of Valid Cases 250     

* 0 cells (.0%) expf , 5. Min exp  7.44… 

Note: Null Hypothesis: The distribution of projectile point styles and raw materials are random and significantly equal. With degrees of 
freedom at 1 and a p-value of less than .05, a Chi-square critical value is 3.84. Since the Chi-square value of 25.53 is greater than the 
critical value of 3.84, we must reject the null hypothesis and determine the distribution is not equal or random.  
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 With more practice, the experiments with the white milky quartz began to yield 

adequate triangular projectile points mirroring many of those found in the excavations. The 

material produced a substantially large amount of waste and the success rate of producing an 

intact usable point was found to be noticeably lower than better quality materials. This may 

be due to my having more practice with obsidian and other cryptocrystalline silicates, but it 

did not take long to learn the behaviors of this new material. Another aspect concerning the 

white quartz is that many of the flaws and inclusions are more difficult to see due to its 

white, low contrast visual nature. It appears that the manufacture of tools made from this 

material can be quickly learned and it would be logical to assume that prehistoric people 

would benefit by using locally available materials in spite of the lesser quality, given the 

alternative of trading for far distant materials or traveling a long distance carrying a heavy 

load of stone.  

Experiments with milky quartz have shown that flakes of sufficient size can regularly 

be removed by the process of hard hammer percussion from a core. These can then be 

pressure flaked into an adequately sized, simple triangular, “informal type” (Andrefsky 2001) 

projectile point. I have produced numerous unbroken examples of similar Cottonwood and 

Desert Side Notched projectile points through experimentation from an adequately sized 

flake at an estimated success rate of approximately 70%.  Upon scrutinizing the experimental 

debitage, I found similar properties to that of the quartz debitage from Lost Valley and of the 

experimental debitage described by Boudreau (1981).  

Additionally, experiments with milky quartz showed problems when attempting to 

apply a notch for hafting. The numerous flaws and inclusions in the white quartz tended to 

cause breakage at a high rate making the practice of producing a “formal style,” such as a 

Desert Side Notched point, probably not worth the risk as long as the point can be hafted 

without unnecessary waste of effort as well as the lithic raw material. If the quartz material is 

somewhat homogenous and the inclusions or natural facets are not present in the triangular 

preform, notched points can be produced with a reduced level of risk. 

Both the experimental and artifactual debitage collections yielded few large flakes. 

Instead they appeared mainly as angular debris, shatter, and pieces so minute that the 1/8” 

screen that was used in the excavations would not contain them. This debitage ranged in size 

from very small to rarely larger than ¾” in any dimension. A debitage analysis of the data 
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collected in the experiments was not conducted here since the point of the experiments was 

to determine the process and problems in producing a usable (and comparable) projectile 

point of the milky quartz material. 

Experimentation in the reduction of two large football-sized cores yielded interesting 

results. Hard hammer percussion was the only reliable method for producing usable flakes. 

Soft hammer percussion produced small angular shatter of a size too small for any possible 

artifactual use. Indirect percussion yielded similar results. Both direct soft hammer and 

indirect soft hammer percussion methods caused rapid significant wear on either the bone 

punch tool or the deer antler billet tool. 

The direct use of hard hammer percussion on these two cores produced many thin 

usable flakes that were either quickly broken and rendered useless, or were quickly formed 

into a usable triangular point. A few random strikes produced larger thicker flakes, which 

were easily refined into a strong bifacial cutting or scraping tool. These large flakes tended to 

accept soft hammer percussion to a better extent than did the cores. Pressure flaking 

necessitated a significantly increased force on the working edge than did the more 

homogenous materials, such as obsidian and chert, but was made somewhat easier when the 

angle of detachment was slightly less than 90o.  

When in the process of reducing the experimental cores, I found that certain 

directions of impact worked better than others. There appeared to be at least one direction 

that produced only crumbly, useless, coarse gravel or sand, while most other angles of force 

produced usable pieces. There appeared to be a “grain” to the quartz that either facilitated or 

hindered its predictability. This “grain,” however, tended to change at the odd angled 

intersections with the random nature of the cleavage planes. 

 Throughout the reduction process, flat planar crystal facets were occasionally 

revealed. If a platform could be prepared that was nearly perpendicular to this facet, a large 

usable flake could be removed.  The experimental core reduction ended with the remains of a 

4 to 6 cm. diameter nodule that was almost spherical in shape and left no facets of sufficient 

angle to produce flakes of sufficient size to warrant its further use. This small size left the 

fingers vulnerable to hard hammer impact, testing the first aid skills, and/or prompting muted 

vocal expletives. These experimental spent cores mirrored those suspected spent core nodules 

identified from the excavations. 
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Debitage 
 As explained in the methods section above, the analyses typically performed on most 

cryptocrystalline silicates are not readily applicable to this collection due to the nature of the 

locally available milky white quartz. Comparatively, very few obsidian flakes appeared in the 

excavations. The quantity of flakes present, the proportion of projectile points and biface 

fragments collected in relation to the debitage, together with the absence of any cores, 

suggest that the finished artifacts were either traded as finished products and only repaired, 

re-sharpened, and disposed, or that the obsidian artifacts were produced elsewhere. 

What can be analyzed successfully are the various raw materials present. Below I 

compare them statistically and quantitatively (Figure 13). High quality cryptocrystalline 

lithic debitage materials were found to be significantly lower in number in comparison with 

the white milky quartz. In comparison to the quartz debitage, quartzite, obsidian, 

metamorphosed volcanic materials, and chert were the most numerous of the remaining 

debitage materials and when combined, made up only 4.21% of the lithic detritus 

(Figure 13). Clear crystal quartz was found to be quite rare, possibly less than .02%, but is 

included in the collection together with the milky quartz, therefore, this is only a rough 

estimate, as exact quantities are unknown at this time.  

What is important in Figure 13 is the imported material debitage counts. The total 

chert and obsidian debitage numbers and corresponding weights are substantially under-

represented in comparison to their relative artifactual components. This suggests that most of 

the imported materials were either traded as complete artifacts or were manufactured to a 

complete form at another location and then brought in. The very low counts of these 

imported materials in debitage form may represent tool re-sharpening, or another form of tool 

use and/or maintenance. 

As Figure 13 exemplifies, quartz vastly outnumbers all other lithic debitage materials 

in percentage. Quartz is the most commonly available local material that can be made into a 

projectile point despite its inferior predictable flaking attributes. Quartz is capable of 

maintaining a sharp and rugged edge for use as a projectile point, vastly outweighing the 

predictable flaking properties of other, less than adequate local materials. Quartzite is best 

suited for larger tools such as scrapers and choppers, and finished tools made from quartzite 
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are common throughout southern California. Next to quartz, and quartzite, obsidian was 

more common, followed by the various metavolcanics and then chert. 

Figure 14 reveals the amounts of lithic debitage raw materials in relation to the levels 

from which they were excavated. Note that some level categories overlap. This is because 

different units were excavated at varying increments depending on the amount of cultural 

materials present. When convenient, many of these separately excavated levels were 

combined to produce the data exhibited in Figure 14. Although chalcedony and basalt 

occurred rarely, they were encountered more often than materials such as schist, slate, and 

jasper, which would be represented only as a slight trace when compared to the more 

common materials. The levels from the surface to around 50 cm. produced the bulk of the 

lithic debitage, suggesting a Late Prehistoric period occupation with some significant 

bioturbation.  

 

Number and Percentages of Waste Flakes 

Quartz
n=48,461
95.890%

Quartzite
n=1123
2.222% Chert

n=187
0.370%

Metavolcanic
n=351 
0.695%

Obsidian
n=416
0.823% Chert

Quartz

Obsidian

Metavolcanic

Quartzite

Figure 13. The percentage and the numerical quantitative differential 
relationships of the major lithic debitage materials.  
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Deeper levels represent a possible mix of late period materials that have been churned 

deeper through bioturbation processes, with some older occupation sequences. The excavated 

material from the surface down to about 50 cm. contained the bulk of the late prehistoric 

period evidence. Quartz is the most commonly used lithic material in both the artifact and 

debitage categories, probably for two reasons – its local availability and its tendency to create 

comparatively more waste than the more predictable and more manageable lithic raw 

materials. Quartzite flakes were only slightly more numerous than obsidian, probably 

because they were also available locally.  

CHALCEDONOUS MATERIALS 
 The chert specimens found in the excavations appeared to be from numerous diverse 

quarries. One known source near Lost Valley was probably of silicified tuff of the Santiago 

Peak Volcanics. D. L. True, Rosemary Pankey and C. N. Warren (1991) identify Piedra del 

Lumbre (PDL) chert as the only widely known local chert source in San Diego County, from 

the “Piedra del Lumbre Canyon, which drains the Coast Range north of the present city of 

Oceanside” (True, Pankey and Warren 1991). They also point out that smaller outcroppings 

may exist relatively nearby, but have not as yet been identified. 

QUARTZITE 
 Quartzite flake tools commonly exhibit hard hammer percussion flaking to shape a 

single edge. Quartzite colors range from gray-white to rosy pink. The homogeneity is similar 

throughout the collection. It is likely that much of the quartzite was obtained locally from 

metamorphic sources within the valley, or from Santiago Peak Volcanic residual cobbles 

found in streambeds and canyon arroyos within the surrounding mountains and passes. 

OTHER LITHIC MATERIALS 
 The metavolcanic materials, a term that likely causes geologists to cringe, not unlike 

a reaction from the sound of a badly tuned violin, is a term widely used by archaeologists to 

represent a variety of lithic materials that are formed from volcanic processes. During the 

Mesozoic Era, the natural application of heat and pressure of a nearby magma chamber 

altered the preexisting sedimentary, or extrusive or intrusive igneous rocks throughout the 

Peninsular Range. This phenomenon often created a stone that is homogenous, nearly 
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cryptocrystalline, and either fractures predictably for flaked stone artifacts or maintains a 

shape and is durable, making its use as either a ground stone or a flaked stone lithic material 

popular. 

QUARTZ 
White, milky quartz is a hard crystalline mineral with numerous inclusions, facies, 

cracks, and flaws, making the practice of shaping a tool design extremely difficult. Concoidal 

fracture predictability becomes more risky with this material, and breakage would be more of 

a common occurrence than one would expect, even with a mediocre quality obsidian or chert 

material. This property of a less than adequate material may be responsible for the additional 

quantities of quartz waste found in the excavation. In addition to white, milky quartz, 

crystalline quartz was present as both waste flakes and tools however this material was not 

represented in the numbers comparable to the milky quartz. Some of the quartz contained 

inclusions of black crystal tourmaline (shorl) with a crystalline structure in the form of 

“needles” and groupings of individual needles combined into “bars” within the flakes, 

angular debris and spent cores, as well as in at least two projectile point artifacts. This is 

probably from a locally obtained resource, as there are still today several operating gem 

mines in the area that extract garnets, tourmaline, large quartz crystals and other semi-

precious gems.  

 try to ascertain whether this lithic debitage represents a single event or a combination 

of manufacturing events may seem somewhat irrelevant when we consider that this group of 

sites most likely represent a living area, and that most tool manufacture would have taken 

place where debitage would have been disposed of well away from the living area. The 

dispersion of the debitage did not seem to be concentrated in any one locality. Bioturbation 

and erosion could be contributing factors. Among the many other possibilities that can 

explain this evidence, the spatially dispersed lithic evidence may likely represent tool 

maintenance in a workplace where tools were used. It appears that the accumulation was 

formed by actions such as taking off a flake or two to refresh an edge or fashioning an 

“expedient” tool for a job at hand. Another possibility is that they may simply be unfinished 

or finished tools that became lost. If this is a series of residential sites, it is likely that tool 

use, breakage, and repair was commonplace. The amount of detritus, while comparatively 
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large, does not seem to be representative of a lithic tool manufacture locus. The poor quality 

of the white quartz material should be represented by a much larger relative quantity of 

waste. The lithic debitage reflected a homogenous spatial distribution with no obvious, 

visible dense concentrations. This equitable distribution may also be due to bioturbation 

(Herz and Garrison 1998). 

OBSIDIAN 
 Comparatively, very few obsidian flakes appeared in the excavations. The majority of 

the obsidian debitage is probably from Obsidian Butte, located approximately 50 kilometers 

to the southeast. This is the closest known source of obsidian, which was likely transported to 

Lost Valley by trade networks. The Obsidian Butte source is known to have been unavailable 

during high water stands of the ancient Lake Cahuilla, but the resource was exposed as long 

as the water level remained below sea level, as the currently named Salton Sea does today. 

The body of water filling the Salton Trough only recently became renewed by accident early 

in the twentieth century when Colorado River levees breeched, thus filling the vast trough 

over a period of a few years. This trough was once a northern continuation of the Sea of 

Cortez until Colorado River sediments formed a delta, which met with the peninsular range, 

land-locking the basin to the north from the gulf. This delta blocked seawater from entering 

the basin, and the dry hot environment evaporated the remaining water causing a salty dry 

basin well below sea level. Intermittent changes in the course of the Colorado River over this 

delta alternately fed into the basin and back into the Sea of Cortez. The resulting Lake 

Cahuilla fluctuated from high levels, as evidenced by high water stains and erosion features 

on the hillsides on the western shores, to complete desiccation, as it was when Europeans 

first entered the area. 

It remains possible that the rarity of the obsidian found at Lost Valley can be 

attributed to the more recent availability of the resource in the late prehistoric to the times of 

abandonment of the site. Only 0.8% of the chipped stone debitage was obsidian. This, 

combined with the distance from the resource, also logically explains its near absence. The 

few flakes present, the proportion of projectile points and biface fragments collected in 

relation to the debitage, together with the absence of any cores, suggests that the finished 

artifacts were either traded as finished products and only repaired, re-sharpened, and 
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disposed, or that the obsidian artifacts were produced elsewhere. The unique properties of 

obsidian make it convenient to use as a relative dating tool, and additionally, it can be 

reliably sourced through several types of geochemical analyses. There were sufficient 

obsidian flakes present to cast a glimpse of the span of time that Lost Valley was occupied. 

One individual flake was sourced through edxrf by Richard Hughes at Geochemical 

Research Laboratory, and it was determined that the trace element composition matches that 

of Obsidian Butte in Imperial County, California. This flake was subjected to obsidian 

hydration analysis and presented two rind measurements from separate internal cracks that 

had penetrated the surface of the flake. These measurements were calibrated to 7.21μm on 

one crack, and 8.15μm on the second.  An obsidian hydration rind was visible on the surfaces 

of the flake but were in such a weathered condition that it was impossible to accurately 

measure the depth of penetration. The flake also was covered with a relatively thick patina 

that when viewed under the microscope, this appeared as a layer of grit obscuring the surface 

“edge” from where a hydration measurement would terminate. The depth of the surface 

hydration appeared consistent with the cracks that were measured with substantially 

enhanced accuracy. For complete and detailed results of the obsidian hydration analysis, refer 

to the obsidian hydration analysis section below. Additionally, five obsidian waste flakes 

were previously subjected to geochemical source analysis by Kaylene Fleming (1999) and 

were also attributed to the Obsidian Butte source. 

Cores 
 There are 136 quartz cores in the Lost Valley collection. They were relatively small 

in size ranging from approximately 5 cm. or less in diameter. They were all of the poor 

quality white milky quartz material. Again, as in the debitage, there were negligible “classic 

flake features” present on the surfaces of these cores except for traces of cortex contrasting 

with clean angular facets. These white milky quartz cores were all small enough to assume 

that they were spent. No facets were large enough, or exhibited the correct angles to facilitate 

the removal of a sufficiently sized flake in which to manufacture a projectile point or a usable 

tool. No clear crystal quartz cores were identified and no cores of any of the higher quality 

cryptocrystalline silicates were present either.  
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  A total of 60 larger cobble sized quartzite cores were present together with a few 

large quartzite flakes that may be identified as, or could have been used for scrapers or small 

choppers, but over all, quartzite flaked cores were not represented in the quantities that would 

be expected as they are elsewhere in the region.  

 A feature consisting of four cobble-sized gneiss-schist possible cores (Figure 15) 

were found grouped, and at approximately 1 meter depth, within the same unit and about 50 

cm. horizontally from the Paleoindian component and may be associated. As these specimens 

show, flakes have been removed from many sides, and the flake margins are sharp and 

clearly visible. A total of 6 gneiss-schist cores are present in the collection. Other cores in the 

collection consisted of metavolcanic (N=8), Granitic (N=4) and Chert (N=1). 

 

 

Figure 15. Four possible cores made of gneiss-schist, excavated 
from the same unit and level as the Paleoindian fluted point. 
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Obsidian Hydration 
 The limited quantity of obsidian flakes in the collection was sufficient to perform 

statistical analyses to obtain a reasonably reliable conclusion. Only a few large flakes 2.5 cm. 

diameter, which may be described as closer to angular debris than as flakes, were evidence 

that some limited reduction work with obsidian was accomplished in the vicinity. Small 

“classic” pressure flakes, many of which were too small in diameter and thickness to easily 

submit for a hydration analysis, represented the vast majority of obsidian debitage. Obsidian 

hydration rind measurements ranged from the smallest at 1.26 μm, representing the most 

recent use of obsidian, to the largest rind penetration at 8.15 μm, evidence of the oldest use of 

obsidian. All obsidian hydration samples were prepared and hydration rinds measured at the 

San Diego State University Obsidian Hydration Laboratory under the direction of Dr. Glenn 

S. Russell. All measurements were made a 400X magnification using images captured from a 

Meiji model ML9430 polarizing microscope with a INFINITY2-3C microscope mounted 

digital camera. The optical image was measured with IMT iSolution Lite, Version 7.0 

software. 

Although I did not apply a large portion of the obsidian to sourcing analysis, I am 

assuming that the majority of the obsidian comes from the Obsidian Butte source in Imperial 

County, California. I am making this assumption based on the grounds that this is by far the 

nearest source, and based on data from other studies (Fleming 1999), and reassurance from 

local professionals active in the business of archaeology that Obsidian Butte is the most 

likely source.  

The one obsidian flake that was subjected to a geochemical analysis was determined 

by Richard Hughes (Appendix D) to match the trace element composition of Obsidian Butte. 

This particular flake was found to exhibit the largest rind measurements, and this finding, 

together with a noticeable patina not seen on any other obsidian flakes, influenced my 

decision to pursue the sourcing analysis. Hydration rinds preserved along two separate 

internal cracks were measured and calibrated to 7.21 μm, and 8.15 μm.  

Geochemical analysis can be applied to finished artifacts in a different way than in 

the debitage. When a source is identified on a finished tool, it can be assumed that this tool 

could have been made elsewhere and was transported, or was exchanged to the place where it 

was eventually collected, or the tool was fashioned locally from an imported core. There also 
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exists the possibility of material salvage and subsequent transport from another environment 

with an altogether different hydration rate. The desert floor, just a few miles to the east, 

would represent one of these environments where obsidian hydration rates would differ 

significantly. A debitage flake presents a different story altogether. Flakes would not likely 

travel far. A debitage flake was probably struck off of a core, biface, or tool in the place near 

where it was discovered. Small waste flakes in a prehistoric context would not likely have 

been intentionally transported. 

 It is well known that obsidian hydration rates are a contentious issue with a wide 

variation of rate equations published for the Obsidian Butte source (Laylander 1992). While 

some are linear equations, denoting a constant rate over a limited span of time, others are set 

on a curve showing a diffusion rate. The two equations are  (T = k d) and (T = k d2).  The 

letter “T” represents the time an obsidian surface has been exposed to the elements, “k” 

represents the constant, or the rate of hydration, and “d” denotes the hydration rim 

measurement. The equations with an exponent added to the rim measurement variable are 

those that are set on a curve and may be truer to reality because the rate at which water 

penetrates the obsidian is not a constant. The hydration process begins at a relatively rapid 

rate and slows its advance into the obsidian material as it progresses. These two equations are 

demonstrated in chart form in Figures 16 and 17. 

There are many variables that affect the rate of hydration. Environmental factors 

concerning long term mean temperature and humidity, whether or not the specimen was 

exposed on the surface, or buried, and the trace elements and water content in the obsidian 

are only some of the variables. The primary factors however, are the temperature of the 

environment and the composition of the material (Michels 1973; Friedman, Trembour, and 

Hughes 1997).  

This study will try to avoid the rate-based mathematic fray by reporting the 

measurements as data points, so that this information can be recalibrated to a reliable rate 

equation in the future. Depending on the reliability of the obsidian being from the source at 

Obsidian Butte along the southern shore of the Salton Sea, we can assume that these dates are 

relative to one another, making the histogram in Figure 18 a graphic representation of Lost 

Valley occupation. The obsidian flakes from this group of sites in Lost Valley that were 

subjected to hydration testing were all exposed to the same environment and likely remained 
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Lost Valley Obsidian Hydration Diffusion
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Figure 16. Obsidian Hydration Time Chart. Note: This is based on a diffusion model with the hydration measurement 
value squared and a constant multiplier at 66.77 years. T=kd2 ( T = time in years, k = constant based on assumed 
association between known hydration measurement and point in time, and d = individual hydration rind measurements 
squared). 
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Lost Valley Obsidian Hydration Linear Hydration Model
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Figure 17. Obsidian Hydration Linear Rate Chart. Note: This is based on a linear equation where a hydration rate of 66.77 
years per micron is constant through time. 
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Obsidian Hydration Rind Measurement Histogram
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Figure 18. Histogram showing the obsidian hydration analysis results of 66 rind measurements. 
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from the original deposition. All of the measurements were taken from waste flakes or flakes 

with minimal use-wear, and were less likely to have been transported after their removal 

from the core or biface. We can be reasonably assured the histogram in Figure 18 is a 

representation of occupation throughout the late prehistoric and into the archaic based on the 

reliability of the link from the smallest measurement to the time just before the Cupeño were 

forcibly moved to the reservation at Pala in 1903. The spike of measurements at around 

3.4 μm should represent the peak of late prehistoric occupation. The peak of measurements at 

5μm and the several measurements reaching out to 8.15 μm probably point to the archaic 

period, another line of evidence reinforced by the presence of large projectile points 

attributable to atlatl dart use, by both Pigniolo et al. (1998), and the Elko projectile points 

from the Lost Valley collection. It is useful to note that there is no correlation of hydration 

rind thickness with depth below surface, a clear indication that the vertical position of small 

artifacts has been heavily affected by bioturbation. 

The most recent hydration measurements may be from no later than the fall acorn 

harvest of the year 1902 before the Cupeño were removed from their village, Kupa, at 

Warner Springs in February of 1903 (Castillo 1978). Phil Brigandi told me of a visit to Lost 

Valley by Rosinda Velasquez in 1987. She related to him that she was at a site near the rifle 

range as a child of about 10 years old and witnessed the processing of acorns in the nearby 

bedrock mortars. This information, together with the calculation of her age at the time, would 

have likely represented the last Cupeño occupation at Lost Valley (P. Brigandi personal 

communication 2008).   

Many past researchers have tied certain assumed or hypothesized variables into the 

hydration rate equations to calibrate the curve, such as low level lake stands of Lake Cahuilla 

that were reported by Waters (1983), but these dates are now under scrutiny as there are now 

many more levels reported from lakeshore sites, suggesting an increased variation in lake 

water levels.  

Rather than use this approach to estimate a hydration rate for the Lost Valley 

obsidian, I assumed that the rate conformed to the basic diffusion model and equated the 

smallest hydration rind measurement with the last known aboriginal use of the area by the 

Cupeño in 1902. Although this is only a single data point, it results in the rate depicted in 

Figure 16.  Although very approximate at best, it does yield a rate that is generally consistent 
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with the dates of the known occupation of the area. It is offered here only as a preliminary 

rate estimation, should not be applied to hydration data from other areas, and clearly needs to 

be refined using additional hydration data associated with other reliable absolute dates. 

To calculate the hydration rate constant used in the Figure 16 graph, I used the 

smallest hydration measurement of 1.26 μm and equated that specimen to an assumed time of  

106 years before the present (YBP).  With this assumption, I divided 106 by 1.262 (or 

1.5876) to arrive at a 1.0 μm, which would represent an age of ≈ 66.77 years. 

GROUNDSTONE 
 Ground stone artifacts in this analysis are classified into three categories representing 

their usage purposes.  Items used for the processing of food materials (milling stones) 

consisted of many fragmentary remnants in the form of manos, metates, portable mortars or 

bowls, and pestles. By far the most obvious feature found today throughout various sites 

circumnavigating the valley are the large bedrock milling stations. The nearest example to 

CA-SDI-2506 is a large, reasonably flat granite outcrop 20 meters due north of the site’s 

north datum stake. This feature consists of no less than 30 conical mortars of varying depths 

on a rock outcrop approximately 20 to 30 square meters in area. There are numerous similar 

bedrock milling stations located throughout the valley featuring numerous individual conical 

depressions, but few feature as many as these near the Bog Site.  

Thirty two fragments of portable ground stone metates, one rim fragment of a stone 

bowl, twenty diverse forms of pestles, and sixty two variable sizes and shapes of manos were 

found during the Bog Site excavations.   

Only three items of physical body adornment were found. One is identified here as a 

zoomorph, and two others as pendants with a biconical drilled hole for cordage attachment. 

Finally, there were two examples of ground stone arrowshaft straighteners classified here as a 

shaped stone tool used in the production of arrow shafts. Twelve fragments of separate 

doughnut stones are included in the collection that were used as a weight in conjunction with 

a digging stick for collecting edible tubers. There were an additional 38 fragments of 

groundstone artifacts that have yet to be unidentified as to their use or purpose. 
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Pestles 
 Most of the ground stone pestles recovered were of opportunistic shapes. Many were 

basically three-pointed rocks with one point at a less acute angle than the others, enabling its 

use without much additional effort. Pestles did exhibit great variability in raw material, size, 

and shape. Two small, finger-sized pestles were collected that may have been used for small 

precision work such as mixing pigments or medicinal ingredients. The larger specimens were 

likely used for processing acorns or other seeds in larger quantities. The presence of more 

than 12 bedrock mortars, and 6 grinding slicks were exposed with the likelihood of more 

hidden just below the surface beneath a shallow grus deposit, just north of the site CA-SDI-

2506 boundary. This site boundary is also the beginning of Site CA-SDI-2507. The presence 

of these mortars explains the occurrence of the many non-formal pestle types, and the variety 

of odd shapes. Raw materials were not as variable as the other ground stone artifacts. The 

vast majority of pestles were short and thick, and were slightly altered natural cobbles 

formed from quartzite or a granite material, but a few were intentionally shaped, elongate, 

and made from schist. 

One extremely long and heavy schist pestle was found during the excavations of 2002 

in the Bog Site (Figure19). This pestle was broken into three main segments and was 

recovered from the 50 to 70 cm. level in Unit 26S 10W. A total of seven pieces make up the 

complete artifact. The two ends of this pestle differ in that one end is blunt and flattened 

while the other is comparatively rounder and more pointed. The overall length is 65.5 cm. 

and all seven fragments combine to weigh 5.465 kg. When reconstructed, it is consistent with 

similar types found in neighboring territories, including areas near Borrego Springs, that 

were probably used for the purpose of processing Algaroba Mesquite beans. Historic 

Cahuilla people reportedly used long pestles of wood or stone in conjunction with wooden 

mortars made from Algaroba Mesquite wood or cottonwood stumps of up to about 2’ 6” (76 

cm.) long. The production of these mortars reportedly commenced with first burning out the 

center to soften the wood, and then continued hollowing ensued, coring out the center of the 

log in this fashion until a bowl was formed (Barrows 1920:227; Bean and Saubel 1963:58; 

Kroeber 1908:40, 52). The length of these pestles facilitated usage in the standing position 

and also would remain ergonomically feasible as the mortar gradually wore a deeper 

depression in the wooden mortar (see another example in Figure 20).
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Figure 19. Schist Pestle, Catalog # 5276,  from CA-SDI-2506: Three major fragments (table width is 60 cm.).  
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Figure 20. A reproduction of Plate 8 from Kroeber’s (1908) “Ethnography of the 
Cahuilla Indians.” 
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The material of the pestles in Figure 20 is not identified, but appears to be a granitic 

rock type or possibly gneiss. These examples are from the San Gorgonio Pass area and from 

the desert. They are not exhibited with a scale bar, but the longer pestle’s length to diameter 

ratio seems to be comparable to the example in Figure 19. Note the apparent “polish on the 

surface of the upper and narrower half of the longer specimen in Figure 18. Another 

similarity between these two pestles is in the two ends, one being somewhat blunt and the 

other rounded. 

The schist from which the long pestle was manufactured could possibly come from a 

number of sources in the highlands bordering the valley to the south, or even possibly from 

within the valley. These southern mountains are geologically different than the relatively 

nearer northern and eastern mountains in that they are mostly metamorphic muscovite-biotite 

schists, sillimanite-biotite schists, gneisses, quartzites and banded quartzites (McCullough 

1984:5). 

Evidence supporting the Cupeño – Cahuilla pre-historical link can be illustrated in 

two historic photographs of Juan Chutnikat, Figure 21 shows a wooden mortar in a carrying 

net taken by J. P. Harrington in the early to mid 1920s (Bean and Smith 1978:590). 

Figure 22, also taken in the 1920s, was photographed near the transition of the Cupeño-

Cahuilla boundary-interface at Palm Canyon. Ethnohistoric and linguistic evidence from Hill 

and Nolasquez (1973) suggests that the early Cupeño were once a lineage of mountain 

Cahuilla who splintered off and migrated south approximately 1,100 to 1,300 years ago 

(Pigniolo et al. 1998). 

Metates 
Two large mostly complete boulder metates were recovered from the sites, one of 

which is on display in the Lost Valley Boy Scout dining hall display case. Ninety-six other 

fragmented pieces were recovered throughout the excavations. The example in Figure 23 is 

representative of the majority of fragments, showing the fragile, decomposing condition of 

the granite. This metate fragment easily broke in two from an existing crack as it was 

removed from the ground and continues to crumble from minor handling. It is doubtful the 

rock would have been in this condition when in use since this sample broke under minor 

stress. A metate under normal use would have had to withstand significantly greater stresses.  
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Figure 21. Juan Chutnikat with a wooden Mortar. (Photo from Bean, Lowell John, and 
Charles R. Smith, 1978. Cupeño. In Handbook of the North American Indians, Vol.8, 
California, Robert F. Heizer, ed., pp 588-591. Washington D.C.: Smithsonian Institution 
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Figure 22. Photo of Juan Chutnikat with two Cahuilla men and J. P. Harrington 
at Palm Canyon (east of Lost Valley) in the 1920s. Source: Heizer, Robert F. 
1978   History of Research. In Handbook of the North American Indians, Vol.8, 
California, Robert F. Heizer, ed., pp 11. Washington D.C.: Smithsonian 
Institution.  
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Additionally, this example, in the apparently weathered condition found, would have added a 

substantial quantity of grit into the food. The material easily crumbles with the slightest 

pressure between two fingers.  

The raw stone material appears to be of the standard granitic material found 

throughout the valley and much of the surface of the local granite is in the decomposing 

state. Grinding slicks were noted on several of the flat granite bedrock outcrops throughout 

the valley in association with mortars. 

 

Figure 23. Metate fragment of decomposing granite (Cat. #s 4134, and 4135). 

Manos 
 More than 218 manos or mano fragments were recovered from the Lost Valley 

excavations. These varied in raw material from quartzite to gneiss/schist, and the ubiquitous 

granite. Few appeared to be of the formal type that were intentionally shaped with two 

opposing grinding surfaces and shouldered edges. The majority of the manos were found to 

be of the non-formal category - utilized river cobbles with both single-sided and two-sided 
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forms. The manos were brushed clean in the lab to remove excess matrix soil and they 

remain in a state of preservation that would lend future analysis feasible. 

Notable and Unique Ground Stone Artifacts 
 A pendant (Cat # 5310) was recovered from between 10 and 20 cm. in CA-SDI-2506 

(Figure 24). It exhibits a biconical, drilled hole near the top edge, and polish along a portion 

of the biconical drilled hole that was probably used to suspend cordage. It has a highly 

polished edge all around, but the greater polish near the drilled hole still easily contrasts with 

its edge. One side of this pendant features four vertical parallel lines that appear to be deeply 

gouged, chiseled, or scratched into the piece. The raw material is probably a metamorphosed 

mudstone that may have been previously stream worn and flattened. The biconical hole has 

concentric drill scratches near the hole’s edge. This specimen – much like another, larger 

tabular artifact – seems to have been used in a similar fashion due to the wear and polish 

evidence. The reverse side of this piece features a mineral inclusion in the form of a linear 

bulge, possibly a naturally occurring mineral crystal. It measures 2.35 cm. long, 1.98 cm. 

wide, and 0.4 cm. thick and weighs 6.93 g. 

The zoomorphic shaped bead or pendant, also excavated from CA-SDI-2506, 

(Figure 25) features a biconical-drilled hole as well. This specimen (Cat # 5276) seems to be 

formed from the same raw material as the tabular pendant shown in Figure 24, but is more 

robust. It measures 3.61 cm. long, 1.50 cm. wide, and 0.93 cm. thick, and weighs 3.75 g. 

There are no apparent features representing eyes or other physical attributes other than what 

appear to be a nearly round carved head and a somewhat conical tail. Carving or shaping 

scratches are visible in the carved recesses of the piece. All outer surfaces of this piece 

exhibit a polish, but no evidence of suspension by cordage is discernable. 

A large flat tabular pendant (Cat # 4978) was excavated from CA-SDI-2506 at a 

depth of 113 cm. It is made from slate-like stone and has a biconical, drilled hole near the top 

end (Figure 26). The area between the hole and the top end exhibits a polished surface 

suggesting suspension friction from attached cordage. One face features two rows of 

horizontally aligned micro-cupules drilled just deep enough to be easily visible (Figure 26a). 

The reverse (Figure 26b) side also exhibits the drilled micro-cupules but these are aligned 
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Figure 24. Incised Pendant from CA-SDI-2506. 

Figure 25. Zoomorph pendant/bead from CA-SDI-2506. 
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180o out from the opposite side and are arranged in at least 5 unevenly spaced vertical linear 

alignments. The micro-cupules range in number from right to left at 6, 5, 5, 4, and 5 for a 

total of 25. The cupules on this side are shallower, less defined, and some additional features 

may be obscured by the breakage. It is also curious that scratches that appear on the reverse 

side are also similar in their alignment with the scratches on the opposite face, running nearly 

horizontal, possibly from a repeated pendulum-like motion. The pendant measures 6.99 cm. 

long, 3.34 cm. wide, and 0.29 cm. thick, and weighs 13.8 g. The multiple wear patterns 

suggest that this item was suspended by cordage.  

The pendant was recovered in two halves, both from a depth of 113 cm., and within 

unit 24S – 8W. This may seem a considerable depth in that most late period lithic materials 

were found at levels above 60 cm. If this item was a part of some funerary deposit, additional 

supporting evidence is no longer present. The example featured in Figures 26a and 26b were 

photographed with a blue-white LED light source at a nearly right angle to enhance the 

shading of the punctate pattern, but also added a false bluish hue that was digitally 

Figure 26. Punctate patterned pendant, Cat # 4978, from CA-SDI-2506. 
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corrected using Adobe Photoshop CS © by artificially returning the red, green and blue 

wavelengths. The photograph of the pendant microcupules shown in Figure 25 displays a 

truer color representation of the specimen.  

The arrangement of the punctate, microcupule designs on both sides is similar to a 

plethora of rock art designs found throughout the west and the Great Basin. Patterns of 

“dots,” whether in single or multiple lines, in circles, or uneven groups, appear alone or with 

other designs on vertical rock faces, albeit in larger scaled representations than on the 

pendant. The micro-cupules featured in Figure 26a are shown magnified in Figure 27. The 

cupules measure slightly over 1 mm. in diameter on average, and the linear arrangement 

spacing varies from 2 mm. to 3 mm. apart. The two rows of cupules are also spaced about 

3 mm. apart. 

This tabular stone pendant is similar to one defined as a constituent of the San Luis 

Rey Complex and is also described within the Cuyamaca complex (True 1970; True et al. 

1991). The pendants from the Cuyamaca State Park cited by D. L. True are described as 

being made of steatite. D. L.True, Rosemary Pankey and C. N. Warren (1991) show a 

drawing of a similar pendant in the Tom Kav report attributed to the San Luis Rey Complex. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 27. Macro Photo of micro-cupules on #4978. 
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Pendants from site CA-SDI-682 are described as made of “a slate, or schist-like material, 

shaped by edge grinding… Decoration, where present, consists of incised or drilled designs 

(usually geometric)”. Another slate pendant is identified within the Armogosa Tradition of 

the southeastern California playas, deserts and ranges (Chartkoff and Chartkoff 1984:179). 

Those pendants, associated with the Armagosa tradition, were also made of ground-slate and 

have a biconical drilled hole at one extreme end. The Armagosa tradition is regarded as 

lasting for 1,500 years, terminating around 1,000 years ago.  

The tabular drilled stone pendant with the multi-linear punctate motif (#5310), and 

the carved stone zoomorph (#5276) are similar to artifacts described by D. L. True (1970) of 

the Cuyamaca Complex within the Kumeyaay ethnographic area to the south. These pendants 

(excepting the zoomorph example) also closely resemble specimens from the San Luis Rey II 

Complex. This mixture of influence from the surrounding culture groups can be explained by 

many themes such as stylistic diffusion, intermarriage, conflict, conflict aftermath, or trade 

activities. 

Arrowshaft Straightener Tools 
 Arrowshaft straighteners are manufactured from a smoothed fine-grained stone and 

were used to remove bumps and bends from arrow shafts to facilitate a smooth release from 

the bow and a reasonably straight flight. These are not to be confused with similar tool types 

fashioned from an abrasive stone such as sandstone or an extrusive igneous cinder or 

vesicular basalt. The abrasive types are likely a shaping tool used to remove irregularities, 

which would affect balance, and it may be argued that they were possibly used additionally 

as a sharpening tool for awls or other bone, wood, or antler implements (Toulouse 1939). 

Although little or no ethnological data support these assumptions, it seems logical that this 

use would be an effective additional use for the tool.  

 The arrowshaft straighteners however, are smooth (non-abrasive) and have a polished 

surface within the roughly semi-cylindrical groove with a noticeable residue build-up within 

the central two-thirds of the groove. The Lost Valley examples feature no decoration as do 

many examples found elsewhere nearby among the Cahuilla (Kroeber 1925:531), the 

Kumeyaay (True 1970), and the Luiseño (True et al. 1991). Paul Campbell (1999) describes 

an artifact with similar attributes, but measuring slightly smaller, that was found near Santa 
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Catarina. The lack of a distinct or unique decoration or patterning implies that these were of 

strictly utilitarian usage. Decorations could serve single or multiple purposes not limited to 

connotations of supernatural powers, or even a simple method of identifying the piece with 

its particular owner and/or maker.  

The two shown in Figure 28 appear to have been formed from quartzite. The example 

on the left is assigned Catalog # 4495, and the one on the right # 5003. The patina and 

residues present on the surface mask the subtle features that would positively identify the 

material. Artifact #4495 was excavated in 2002 from the southwestern quadrant of CA-SDI-

2506 in unit 18S – 8W within the 20 – 30 cm. level. It measures 8.0 cm. long, 4.64 cm. wide, 

and 2.24 cm. thick. Artifact # 5003 was also excavated in 2002 from a nearby unit, 26S 10W 

at a comparable depth of 20 – 30 cm. This specimen measures somewhat larger at 8.58 cm. 

long, 4.86 cm. wide, and 2.66 cm. thick. 

Figure 28. Undecorated quartzite arrowshaft straighteners. 

They both feature blackened charcoal stains and residue in the notch from apparent 

use. The report, Wiatava, describes an arrowshaft straightener that is both decorated with 

incised lines and made of steatite. The decorated version was collected from CA-SDI-2508, a 
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site only separated from CA-SDI-2506 by a single-lane, graded dirt road. This particular 

artifact from CA-SDI-2508 was described as decorated in the database, but the published 

photo (Flemming 1999) shows parallel, incised lines crossing the notch at a right angle and 

seems to be for the purpose of an abrasion structure. This would logically serve more as a 

form of function than as a decorative attribute.  

Stone Bowls 
 Only two fragments of portions of ground stone bowls were excavated from CA-SDI-

2506. One of these fragments is a rim portion and has a 3 to 4 cm wall thickness, consistent 

with stone bowls found elsewhere in California made from steatite and vesicular basalt. 

However the two fragments here were made from granitic rock. It is difficult to assess the 

overall size of the bowl from the two small fragments, or if they are from the same piece, 

however they seem consistent with the commonly found sizes and diameters seen elsewhere 

in the west. The presence of stone bowls may suggest its use as a portable mortar. 

Perforated “Doughnut” Stones 
 Twelve fragments of perforated stones, shaped from steatite, quartzite and a granitic 

material, were found in the Lost Valley excavations at sites CA-SDI-2506, 2507, 2508 and 

VS-766C. The fragments of these specimens were excavated from all levels, down to a one-

meter depth and also found on the surface. Steatite, also familiarly known as soapstone, 

merits this popular allonym from its smooth “soapy” feel when rubbed between the thumb 

and fingers. Steatite’s physical properties facilitate its rapid shaping into the desired form 

from its relative soft texture. The Mohs hardness of steatite, a form of talc, is measured at 1, 

which allows for the shaping with any material that exhibits a higher hardness number on the 

Mohs scale. Even ones’ fingernail, with a Mohs hardness of 2.5, can easily abrade steatite. 

The source of this steatite has not been identified. These examples of steatite appear 

micaceous, equigranular, and light green in color. The granite and quartzite fragments may 

possibly be made from locally available raw materials. 

OTHER STONE AND MINERAL ARTIFACTS 
 Seven clusters of red-orange and yellow-orange ochre nodules, or iron oxide, were 

excavated in 2002 and 2003 within 6 units in the southwest quadrant of site CA-SDI-2506. 
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Ochre is a common pigment that was used throughout the world for coloring textiles, 

ceramics, pictographs and other works of art, and as body paint. These nodules were very 

soft and would easily crumble with the slightest pressure between thumb and forefinger. It is 

logical to assume that these delicate lumps of mineral were brought into the site from 

surrounding points to the Shingle Spring camps for the use as a coloring agent, however it is 

possible that they could be naturally occurring. These ochre nodules were assigned 7 separate 

catalog numbers and curated according to the units and levels where they were found. The 

largest two nodule clusters were Catalog # 5426, which consisted of 12 nodules with a total 

weight of 11.5 grams, and #4979, 9 nodules weighing 8.5 g. A large, single nodule, Cat. # 

5091, weighed 3.67 g. These three deposits were excavated from relatively deep levels in 

separate 2m2 units. Artifact # 5426 was found within the 70 to 90 cm. level from unit 24S 

4W. Artifact # 4979 was recovered from a level just below 1 meter deep from unit 24S 8W. 

Artifact # 5091, the single nodule, was found at the 70 to 90 cm. level of unit 22S 2W. 

Graphite nodules were also found in Lost Valley, which produce a black pigment. 

The 14 graphite nodules were found in three sites near Shingle Spring, four nodules were 

excavated from VS-766, eight from CA-SDI-2508, and two from CA-SDI-2506. These 

nodules were all relatively larger and firmer and would survive much more intense 

weathering and physical abuse without crumbling when compared to the ochre. These 14 

nodules were widely scattered throughout the excavated units and depth levels ranged from 

just below the surface to 90 cm. 

Crystals of shorl tourmaline were present that also formed within much of the quartz 

lithic debitage. These crystals ranged in size from individual black needle-shaped inclusions 

within the quartz, to groups or accumulations of needles forming short glossy black bars or 

shafts up to 1 cm. in diameter and 2 cm. in length. The presence of these crystals in such 

numbers is not surprising due to the geology of the immediate vicinity. Several mines are still 

working today yielding black shorl and other varieties of tourmaline, and also garnet, quartz, 

and other large crystals and semi precious gems for the commercial market. 

One particular shorl tourmaline crystal came to light in the form of an aggregation of 

glossy, black, parallel, needles, shaped as a solid bar, with an apparently purposefully shaped 

notch circumcising one end possibly for the attachment of cordage and/or a cementing 

material (Figure 29). There is no visual evidence of any cementing material or residue 
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present. A few fragments of clear, six-sided quartz crystals were found, but their use and the 

reasons for their presence at the site remains enigmatic. They may be debitage from the 

manufacture of clear quartz projectile points or other tools similar to some excavated from 

this group of sites. They may also have been used as sacred objects. 

Fire Affected Rocks 
 Hundreds of small fire-affected rocks (FAR) were unearthed throughout the 

excavation activities, but were not collected or recorded other than in notes as to their 

presence. These rocks manifested angular fractured faces that normally occur when excessive 

heat is applied to a weakened rock causing thermal expansion unevenly across its surface and 

deep into the rock’s core. Many of the cobbles were composed of either quartzite, or granite, 

or intermediary metamorphosed stages of phylite, schist or gneiss, all of which are common 

to the immediate vicinity. It remains possible that any number of these FAR specimens could 

have been formed from periodic naturally occurring fires. 

CERAMICS 
 Several of the Tizon Brown Ware sherds featured biconically drilled holes, as the 

example in Figure 30 shows. These drilled perforations are commonly described as mends 

used to fix cracks. One local example from a Kumeyaay collection at SDSU still retains 

fragments of the cordage and traces of a mastic substance that was applied to repair a large 

olla. Several sherds in the collection have been identified as Salton Brown, Tumco Buff, and 

Lower Colorado Buff. These ceramic types all suggest trade or other associations with desert 

cultures to the east. 

FAUNAL AND UTILIZED BONE 
 Most faunal bone fragments were in a very poor state of preservation. At least two 

specimens exhibited butcher marks. The few exceptions to the poor state of preservation 

were bone tools and bird bone beads. The two bird bone beads appeared to be highly 

polished on their exterior surfaces from use/wear (Figure 31). Their well-preserved condition 

is surprising compared to other less fortunate faunal specimen remains. These two examples 

may likely have been one single piece and were broken into two pieces, however they do not 

seem to fit together. They were both found near each other within the same unit and level and  
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Figure 30. Drilled Tizon Brown Ware rim sherd. 

Figure 31. Bird bone beads Cat. # 5040. 
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exhibit nearly identical size, color hue, and material properties. The one shown to the upper 

left was slightly longer measuring 6.375 mm. long, 3.44 mm. widest diameter, and the 

diameter from the flattened side is 3.225 mm. The bone bead shown in the lower portion of 

Figure 31 is 4.765 mm. long, 3.64 mm. widest diameter, and the diameter including the 

flattened side is 3.18 mm. These beads were excavated from site CA-SDI-2506, from the 

2m2 unit 26S 10W, and from the 60 – 70 cm. level. 

One particular bone fragment illustrated in Figure 32 may have once been used as a 

pressure flaking tool or as an awl. The tip of this specimen features wear marks remarkably 

similar to the flint knapping tools contained in my own personal flintknapping tool kit. One 

impact scar is also present about 3 cm. from the tip. The item has a freshly broken edge from 

excavation activities (Figure 32). Most of the collected bone was in a poor state of 

preservation. Several pieces crumbled under the slightest touch. 

 

Figure 32. Bone tool fragment. 

 

 One fragile bone fragment, Catalog # 5252, had possible butcher marks along two 

edges (Figure 33). They do not appear to be from rodent gnawing, as one would expect from 

a rodent’s paired upper and lower incisors. The parallel lines on Side A are of slightly 

different lengths and spaced closely but not evenly. The marks on side B are randomly 

spaced along 2 cm. of one edge and appear to be possible chop marks. This bone fragment 

was extremely fragile and recent breaks can be discerned from the light colored surfaces 
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along the broken edge. This specimen was excavated from CA-SDI-2506, unit 26S 6W, and 

from the 70 to 80 cm. level 

 Two examples of a purposely shaped bone awl were found that exhibit polish from 

use and scratches probably from their original manufacture. These both came from CA-SDI-

2506, Unit 26S 6W, and from the 80 to 90 cm. level. One of these is illustrated in Figure 34. 

Curiously, these objects were well preserved. The preservation of highly used tools made 

from bone contrasts ostensibly with the non-utilized faunal remains that appear to be 

discarded. It is possible that the handling and use somehow provided a mechanism for 

preservation. This may be a taphonomy hypothesis for further study by a specialist in the 

faunal analysis of archaeology. At only 4 cm. in overall length, this tool could have been 

used for basket making or in the production of clothing, or any number of tasks where a hole 

needed to be made or enlarged in some relatively soft hide or textile material. Much of the 

faunal bone in the Lost Valley collection is in an extreme state of decomposition 

 

Figure 33. Possible butcher and other marks on bone fragment. 
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Figure 34. Bone awl Cat. # 5257. 

FEATURES 
 Bedrock mortars were found in large numbers at nearly any horizontally flat granitic 

outcrop near the spring or along the headwaters of Agua Caliente Creek, within the Lost 

Valley flatlands. Others were found all around the valley where the various species of oaks 

grow and a temporary water source is nearby (see Figure 35). These could be communal 

acorn processing localities, since there are often dozens of individual mortars within these 

bedrock features. The vast numbers of these features may suggest large scale processing for 

transport and/or trade. These features were so numerous that it would require a separate, 

intensive study to address them. 

At VS-766C, rock groupings were recorded that may have been post-hole supports 

(Figure 36). This may be part of a shelter or possibly part of a granary structure. Another 

grouping of rocks was speculated to be a hearth due to the presence of charcoal. Note the 

blackened soil around a rock grouping in the lower left corner of Figure 36. Larry Leach 

obtained an AMS 14C date of 1,920 +  40 years BP from bone collagen from this site (See 

Appendix F). Within the excavation at CA-SDI-2506, numerous rock groupings were noted 

throughout the excavated units, which only looked suspicious from the lack of similar sized 

cobbles in an evenly scattered array. It seemed strange that nearly all of the fist-sized or 
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Figure 35. Bedrock milling feature within CA-SDI-2507. 

 larger rocks were found in groups, and at various levels. These were all sketched and 

photographed and will eventually appear in detail in the final site report. The composition of 

most of these cobbles were of metamorphosed igneous or sedimentary sources located 

elsewhere in the vicinity and likely were manually transported to this location from another 

nearby local source. The area encompassing the sites in this work are located at the relatively 

level valley edge, up to and against the base of the steeper granitic slopes, and slightly uphill 

and to the northeast. The sites around Shingle Spring are well within the muscovite-biotite 

leucoadamellite of Lost Valley. This geologic unit is characterized as garnetiferous, 

equigranular and homogenous, exhibiting a light gray color (McCulloch 1984). The 

immediate rock unit to the northeast and up the hill is the biotite-leucoadamellite of Lost 

Valley 
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Figure 36. The Archery Site excavations of 2000.  
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CHAPTER 6 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

CUPEÑO – CAHUILLA 
 The Cupeño have been associated with the Cahuilla culture group by anthropologists 

from the linguistic, ethnographic, and oral historic evidence that has been published over the 

last century or more. One confusing factor comes from the oral history, which indicates that 

the single survivor of the Cupeño people, Kisily Pewik, was the son of a Cupeño man and a 

Luiseño woman. Oral histories relate that Kisily and his mother went to live with the Luiseño 

after the near annihilation of the populous of Kupa. If Kisily Pewik was raised among the 

Luiseño during the period of life when most children formulate their language traits, one 

would think that a stronger Luiseño influence would be expressed in the Cupeño language. 

Upon reaching adulthood and living in Saboba with a Luiseño group along the San 

Jacinto River, oral history states that he married two Luiseño women, and moved back to, 

and reclaimed, the Cupeño territory at Kupa (Hill and Nolasquez 1973:19a; Strong 1929:270 

and 275). Linguistic studies do not support a strong Luiseño relationship (Kroeber 1925; 

Bright and Hill 1967; Hill and Hill 1968; Hill 1972). With a strong Luiseño influence on the 

Cupeño population bottleneck, it would seem that the later Cupeño and Cahuilla linguistic 

association would have been at least slightly affected. 

The Cupeño – Cahuilla linguistic similarities may possibly have been re-established 

after the population bottleneck by closer contact socially through trade, intermarriage, and 

shared geographical boundaries. Theoretical concepts of cultural and or group identity, with 

known origins among the Cahuilla, may possibly explain the relationship. 

Archaeological evidence supporting a closer tie to the Cahuilla and desert 

environments are subtle but varied. The presence of Obsidian Butte debitage and ceramics 

originating from desert area clays are possible indications of ties. There is limited evidence 

of contact with the coast, evidenced by a complete absence of marine shell. Jeanne E. Arnold 

et al. (2004) state that patterns of late period movements, based on ceramic studies, suggest 

that desert peoples moved toward the coast but that coastal and foothill people showed 

limited movement toward the deserts (Arnold et al. 2004:47). 
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Evidence of possible mesquite processing from the long pestle may suggest an 

eastern, desert connection. A future residue analysis on this pestle may reveal additional 

information. The presence of three types of desert ceramics strongly suggests trade with or 

travel to the eastern and southern deserts.  

The geological resources in Lost Valley provided only limited and low quality flaked 

stone raw materials that were used to make a whole spectrum of tools. Drills, knives, and 

projectile points are commonly made from cryptocrystalline silica rock materials. Other high 

quality lithic materials that fracture predictably with concoidal fracture were lacking locally. 

Obsidian and chalcedonous materials such as chert, which are more homogenous forms of 

quartz, are found in quarries throughout San Diego and Riverside Counties. Lost Valley and 

its near environs host a variety of sedimentary, metamorphic and igneous geologic rock units, 

but known mineral resources supply only limited quality lithic materials, such as milky 

quartz and platy, meta-sedimentary mudstones. The high quality lithic cryptocrystalline 

silicates from afar, probably were a valued resource that may possibly have been traded for 

locally available food surpluses.  

Trade and networking behavior may be directly driven by resources that are either 

locally available, and lacking elsewhere, or available elsewhere and needed locally. Lost 

Valley Cupeño controlled a territory with considerable food resources. They also had the 

potential to apply additional labor to transform these surpluses into a ready-to-use product 

that they could trade for items that filled their needs from neighboring peoples. The artifacts 

excavated from Lost Valley should reflect this behavioral ecology model. 

If value-added surplus items were traded out to neighboring populations, evidence of 

outside or imported value-added items should be expected in the artifact accumulations. If 

finished flaked stone projectile points were imported, there should be a dearth of debitage of 

these materials locally because of the assumption that they were made elsewhere. 

The obsidian hydration analysis introduces new information and raises interesting 

new questions. The range of obsidian hydration rind measurements indicate that a relatively 

continuous occupation has existed in Lost Valley from the late archaic period up to the 

protohistoric period. If the Cupeño moved into this area ca. A.D. 900 as previously surmised 

by Taylor (1961), then the Shoshonean populations would have either replaced or displaced 
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another previous population or it may be possible that the local Shoshonean wedge 

movements occurred somewhat earlier. 

CHRONOLOGY 

The Paleoindian Component 
 Fluted points are a rare component in southern California sites, especially those 

recovered in excavations. The obsidian fluted point at CA-SDI-2506 is the only evidence 

thus far of a Paleoindian component in this region and deserves further scrutiny. The 

paleoenvironment of Lost Valley was likely colder and wetter and probably hosted a 

botanical repertoire, such as that which appears at higher elevations nearby or at latitudes 

farther north. The Lost Valley meadow basin may have once been a mountain lake that 

would have drawn wildlife and human hunters alike. Similar environments from the Baja 

California highlands to points north may eventually provide similar finds, and we must be 

aware of the possibilities, be attentive for similar environmental factors, and have a 

heightened awareness when breaking ground for projects in these areas. 

This find also supports the current belief that Paleoindian hunters were nomadic 

hunters, as the obsidian was geochemically sourced, and identified to be from the Casa 

Diablo, Lookout Mountain quarry. This long distance between quarry and recovery site 

strongly supports nomadic hunting theoretic paradigms. 

The Archaic Component 
 Pigniolo et al. (1998) reported an Early Archaic component in Lost Valley based on 

artifacts and extensive site depth. They also noted an archaic component from the prior Bleitz 

and Porcasi survey that was performed as part of a reforestation project in 1991 (Pigniolo et 

al. 1998). A third large biface was attributed by Pigniolo et al. to an archaic timeframe 

(1998), and was found less than 1 km. to the south of CA-SDI-2506, adjacent to Agua 

Caliente Creek, in Site CA-SDI-2501.  

Two Elko series projectile points were recovered from the SDSU excavations that 

indicate an archaic presence in Lost Valley. These artifacts, an Elko eared, and an Elko 

corner notched projectile point, are associated with the archaic temporal component, 

reinforcing the previous discoveries by Pigniolo et al. (1998) and the Bleitz and Porcasi 
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(1991) surveys. These two Elko series atlatl dart points were excavated from depths between 

60 to 90 cm., below the evidence of late prehistoric constituents and heavy occupation.  Most 

of the lithic debitage and the late prehistoric diagnostic projectile points were found in the 

upper 50 cm. levels, but bioturbation has made the stratigraphy at all of the excavated sites 

unreliable. Additional evidence for an archaic occupation at CA-SDI-2506 is also reinforced 

by the obsidian hydration analysis presented in this thesis (Figure 16). 

The Late Prehistoric Component 
 The evidence from the Lost Valley excavations suggest an intense occupation during 

the late prehistoric time period. If the occupation of Lost Valley was of a seasonal nature or 

occupied year round, it is thus far inconclusive. However, there is substantial validation of 

intense, long-term occupation of the Temewhanitcem clan group, as Fleming has suggested in 

her thesis (Fleming 1999; and see Strong 1929).  

Although it would be unusual to not find cultural influences from adjacent 

populations, the absence of marine shell is curious. The Luiseño that occupied the San Luis 

Rey watershed from Lake Henshaw to the coast would have been a likely source to provide 

these resources. Food resources derived from a marine environment are known to not 

preserve well and Lost Valley has been shown to be rich in its own variety of food resources. 

Marine food resources would require additional preservation techniques such as drying for 

any substantially distant transport. This may explain the absence of shell debitage, but does 

not address the problem of the lack of finished shell artifacts as tools, currency, or body 

adornment.  

The zoomorphic bead/pendant (Figure 23) suggests an artifact stylistic association 

with the Cuyamaca Tradition, and the two tabular stone pendants (Figures 24 and 26) appear 

to be similar to many other pendants in size and shape throughout the state. However, most 

of these comparable pendants were formed from coastal shell materials (Moratto 1984, 2004; 

Chartkoff and Chartkoff 1984). In their (1991) Tom Kav report, D. L. True, Rosemary 

Pankey and C. N. Warren report pendants “made of a slate or schist-like material” that were 

decorated with drilled or incised patterns. The Tom Kav report presents evidence recovered 

from site CA-SDI-682, along the San Luis Rey River, just inland from Oceanside, CA (True, 

Pankey, and Warren 1991:4). This evidence points to a possible Luiseño connection. 
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Linguistic evidence supports a stronger Cahuilla connection. Alfred Kroeber 

(1925:689) opined that the Cupeño language differs substantially from both the Luiseño and 

the Cahuilla enough to be designated “as more than a dialect of either of these tongues.” 

Bright and Hill (1967) published the Language History of the Cupeño and reported similar 

results. 

This compiled evidence strongly infers a strong Cupeño identity bond with the 

Cahuilla, in spite of Luiseño or Kumeyaay cultural and geographical contact and genetic 

influence. The presence of the single zoomorph bead does indicate possible contact with 

Kumeyaay, in its similarity with Cuyamaca Complex artifacts. The lack of evidence from a 

western or coastal direction points to a limited trade network in that direction. 

Conclusion 
 This work adds to the archaeological record in two dimensions. First, as previously 

stated, evidence supports assumptions made during early ethnographic and ethnological 

analyses. Second, it augments the known late prehistoric occupation with that of at least two 

other periods of human presence, the middle to late archaic, and the Paleoindian. 

Along with this analysis, the collection from Lost Valley, and Lost Valley itself, 

warrants additional research. Future graduate students may find here ample data for further 

work with this collection as more questions arise.   

The additional evidence of an archaic presence in Lost Valley is supportive of more 

than just a brief visit. Now that numerous diagnostic artifacts have been discovered over a 

wide range of the valley, and the additional knowledge learned from the obsidian hydration 

analysis points to a possible regularity of seasonal visitations pertaining to the archaic. There 

may be an older, separate buried occupation site somewhere in the valley without an obvious 

surface exposure.  

Another possible but somewhat tenuous link to earlier occupations lies in the 

presence of doughnut stones. Michael Moratto (1984:147) designates a perforated stone as an 

attribute of the La Jolla Complex. This again is distinctly out of the time frame of Cupeño 

occupation and a significant distance from the coast. However there remains the possibility 

that this perforated stone type may originate from an earlier occupation.  
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The Paleoindian presence is intriguing. The status as to the early geologic formation 

of the meadow and subsurface depositional events of the surrounding areas are important 

questions for further research. The find of a fluted point buried in a high mountain valley 

environment in San Diego County, combined with a similar find in Baja California at El 

Rancho Batequi, suggest the possibility of a Paleoindian component along California’s 

mountain regions.  

The flaked stone category of the collection consists of mostly the white, milky quartz, 

with a small amount of many other higher quality materials from adjacent territories. The 

availability of the local milky quartz justifies its presence. The mere convenience would 

logically prompt common usage. I have found through experimentation that with practice, 

this material can be adequately formed into a variety of simple, informal tools and projectile 

points. The experimentation also reveals a comparatively increased volume of waste and a 

larger percentage of projectile points, preforms, and bifaces broken during the manufacturing 

process, when contrasted with the higher quality cryptocrystalline lithic materials, such as 

obsidian or chert, that flake more predictably. 

When one considers the predictive difficulty involved in flaking the milky quartz 

material, it is logical to assume that it would be adding a significant amount of risk in 

breakage to fashion notches into the unpredictable milky quartz material. Avoiding this risk 

of breakage may be explained using a “selectionist” Darwinian theory. That is, that the 

selection of manufacturing a triangular projectile point from a material of questionable 

reliability favors the avoidance of added risk in applying a notch. As long as the triangular 

point can be adequately hafted to a shaft, notching would become unwarranted. Where the 

white milky quartz material is highly unpredictable when applying finely worked details, 

other materials, such as chert or obsidian, are much more receptive to this finer or “formal” 

workmanship (See Andrefsky 1994). In the particular environment of the Peninsular Range 

in northeastern San Diego County where white milky quartz is the most readily available 

material, it would be logical to assume that the tools made from this distinctly different lithic 

material would be made differently to compensate for the substantial added risk of producing 

a more formal type of projectile point. The mechanism for change would be the material that 

is locally available, while the causal forces driving the change would be the increased risk in 
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attempting to flake a milky quartz preform into a formal, i.e. notched, projectile point (see 

Bamforth 1997). 

The seven years of field school excavations at Lost Valley have provided a wealth of 

data that has thus far resulted in several theses and provided the archaeological record with 

new information. As the demands for development and facilities improvement continue, 

further impacts to these archaeological sites are imminent.  

With this in mind, any future ground disturbance in Lost Valley should include 

subsurface testing and the mandatory presence of a monitor during construction activities that 

involve the disturbance of the subsurface soil regardless of whether the construction project 

lies within the vicinity of a previously recorded site. 
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